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This report was prepared by the National Research Council for the
National Science Foundation (NsF). At the request of NSF'S Science
and Technology Policy Office in 1974, the National Research Council
agreed to undertake a study of the organization and management of
social research and development throughout the federal government.
To carry out this task, the Study Project on Social Research and
Development was established within the Assembly of Behavioral and
Social Sciences of the National Research Council.

The work of the Study Project includes six volumes, to be published
in 1978-1979:

Volume 1: The Federal investment in Knowledge of Social Problems
(Study Project Report)

Volume 2: The Funding of Social Knowledge Production and Appli-
. cation: A Survey of Federal Agencies
Volume 3: Studies in the Management of Social Red): Selected Pol-

ity Areas
Volume 4: Studies in the Man men: of Social R&D: Selected Is-

sues
Volume 5: Knowledge and Policy: The Uncertain Connection
Volume 6: The Uses of Basic Research: Case Studies in Social

Science
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Preface

Since this report lays great stress on the importance of knowing your
audience, I will begin by saying who we hope will read it. We would be
p/eased if it were closely read by 43 people who exercise a critical
oversight of federal efforts to create and use knowledge of social
problems. Let mc name them:

The Director of the Office of Management and Budget

The Science and Technology Adviser to the President

The Director of the National Science Foundation and the Chairman of
the National Science Board

The Chairman of the U.S. Civil Service Commission

The Secretaries of Health, Education, and Welfare, of Housing and
Urban Development, of Labor, and of Transportation

The Chairmen of the Senate and House Appropriations Committees
and of their Subcommittees on Housing and Urban Development
Independent Agencies, on Labor, Health, Education, and Welfare,
and on Transportation

The Chairmen of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and
Urban Affairs, of the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Trans-
portation and its Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space,
of the Committee on Governmental Anita, and of the Committee on
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Human Resources and its Subcommittees on Health and Scientific
Research, on Aging, on Alcoholism and Dug Abuse, on Child and
Human Development, on Education, Arts, and Humanities, on
Employment. Poverty, and Migratory Labor, on the Handicapped,
and on Labor

The Chairmen of the House Committee on Banking, Finance and
Urban Affairs, of the Committee on Education and Labor and its
Subcommittees on Compensation. Health, and Safety, on Economic
Opportunity, on Employment Opportunities, on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education, on Postsecondary Education, on
Select Education, on Labor-Management Relations, and on Labor
Standards, of the Committee on Government Operations, and of the
Committee on Science and Technology and its Subcommittees on
Domestic and International Scientific Planning, Analysis, and Coop-
eration and on Science, Research and Technology

The Comptroller General of the United States

The Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation of the Department
of Health, Education. and Welfare, the Assistant Secretary for
Policy Development and Research of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, and the Assistant Secretor; ;or Policy, Evalua-
tion, and Research of the Department of Labor.

We would be well satisfied if our analysis reached only this critically
important oversight groupbut we want and expect to reach a wider
audience as well. This report is meant to help those who administer the
system of federal support for the production and application of knowl .

edge of social problems. Some of our ideas are directed to those who
manage federal programs of support for social research and develop-
ment (R&D); some to those in the Congress and the executive branch
who help to shape federal policy on social R&D; and some to all those
in the government, the research community, and the nation at large
who want to see knowledge brought effectively to bear on social
problems.

The Study Project on Social Research and Development grew out of
concerns of federal officials responsible for both science policy and
social policy. It was commissioned by the Science and Technology
Policy Office, then the staff arm of the director of the National Science
Foundation in his role as science adviser to the President. The director
and officials in the Science and Technology Policy Office were con-
cerned about the limited information available to the government on
the scope of programs of social research and development, the lack of

8
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consistency in policies for managing research programs, and the lack of
understanding of the impact on the research community of the deci-
sions made by the managers of these programs. These concerns were
shared by officials in the Office of Management and Budget and in
several other executive departments and agencies. As a result, the
National Academy of Sciences was asked to survey the size and
location of budgetary support for soci21 research and development
throughout the executive oranch. Subsequently, the Academy was
asked to broaden its study to recommend ways in which the federal
government could more effectively develop and apply knowledge
about social problems.

The need to develop a comprehensive view of the present system of
social research and development was plain from the varied diagnoses
of what is wrong with it. We found a remarkable range of ideas as to
where the problem lies.

Some of these locate the difficulty within the policy-making arms of
government. It is said that the time perspectives of policy makers are
excessively short; that the) cannot free themselves from urgent mat-
ters of the moment to deal with the important longer-term problems
facing the country; that they cannot conscientiously seek out available
information on social problems; that they rarely understand the pro-
cess of research or surround themselvts with those who do; that they
bend research and development to political ends; that they defend the
ti.rfs of their particular agencies or committees, with too little regard
for the need to coordinate the planning and use of research across units
of the government with interdependent functions.

Others locate the difficulty in those officials in the government who
are responsible for managing the funding of social research and de-
velopment. It is said that these managers do not plan effectively; that
they use the wrong instruments to support research work; that they pay
too little attention to quality; that they have unrealistic ideas of what
can be accomplished by research in a given aniount of time; that they
are preoccupied by new starts and individual projects and fail to
accumulate the knowledge that can be gained from a series of projeets;
that they devote too little attention to disseminating the results of the
research they support.

Still other diagnoses locate the difficulty in the research community.
It is said that research performers resist being held to account; that to
obtain fimding they promise results they cannot deliver; that they adapt
their results to the sponsor's biases; that the for-profit performers,
despite islands of excellence, have flooded the market with shoddy
work as they pursue new contracts; that the universities have been
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unwilling to create the institutions and the faculty incentives that would
turn disciplinary knowledge toward social neeJs.

Although there is a kernel of truth in most of these assertions, their
varied content argues the need to see the system whole. The body of
this report describes the steps we took to develop a more comprehen-
sive view.

This report is one of a number published over the past decade that
deal %ith specific "facets of social research and is use. Each is a
product of its time and of the aspirations social scientists then held. It is
useful to characterize tIrese earlier efforts, even if selectively, to better
appreciate the background and climate in which our study was under-
taken.

The Behavioral Sciences in the Federal Government (Young Report)
was published by the National Academy of Sciences in 1968. It was
primarily concerned with means of improving the use of social research
by agencies of the federal government in making federal policy. The
deliberations of the Young committee took place before an assessment
could be made of the impact of the significant increase in expenditures
for social research that accompanied the programs of the Great Soci-
ety. The committee sought to improve the capacity of the government
to commission and use social research by recommending thut more
trained social scientists be hired by federal agencies and that the
representation of the social science community on the President's
Seience Advisory Committee (PsAc) and in the Office of Science and
Technology be enlarged. It also recommended that an independent
National Institute for Advanced Research and Public Policy be en-
dowed by the government to conduct interdisciplinary and future-
oriented research.

In 1969 the Academy and the Social Science Research Council
published The Behavioral and Social Sciences: Outlook and Needs
(BAss Report). This report was one of a series that assessed the status
and needs of various scientific disciplines, and a number of discipline-
specific volumes were issued. There was also a central report, which
asserted that federal support for the behavioral and social sciences
should increase at the rate of 12 to 18 percent per year on the ground
that the normal growth of the social and behavioral science commu-
nity, as well as social need, justified it. Beyond this, the report echoed
the Young committee's call for improved representation on PSAC,
proposed the development of improved and interlinked data bases,
stressed the importance of providing for the training of social and
behavioral scientists, and proposed the creation of a system of social
indicators. It also suggested that social and behavioral scientists out-

o
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side the government issue an annual social report to the nation. The
report recognized that discipline-centered work frequently was unable

to grapple with social problems and proposed that funds be provided to

create a number of graduate schools of applied behavioral science.
At about the same time, the Special Commission on the Social

Sciences of the National Science Board published Knowledge into

Action: Improving the Nation's Use of the Social Sciences (Brim

Report). This report was concerned with improving the use of social
science research and called for better social science training for the
professions, employment of individ.uls with social science training its

key government positions, improved data bases, and better under-

standing of social science by labor, community organizations, and the

public. The Brim Report also recommended the continued presence of
social scientists on PSAC and the presence of social scientists other than
economists on the staff of the Council of Economic Advisers. The

report also recognized the limitations of disciplinary approaches to
social problems. In view of the pervasive disciplinary organization of

universities, it called for the establishment of problem-centered insti-

tutes of social research, wItich might be independent of universities.

Most of thcse reports were written from a tlisciplinary perspective.
Each included reccmmendations that could easily appear self-serving

to critics of social research even if they were not. None looked deeply

into the motives of the government for supporting research or into the
limitations of applying the results of social research in the policy
process. The discussions of use dealt almost entirely with federal
officials, although the Brim Report did consider nonfederal audiences.

Four reports of quite a different nature, which relate to our task,
have appeared recently. Each of them was published by the National

Academy of Sciences. Knowledge and Policy in Manpower: A Study of

the Manpower Research andDevelopment Program in the Department

of Labor ertamineo -lc programs of the Office of Manpower Research

and Development in the Department of Labor; Social and Behavioral
Science Programs in the National Science Foundation evaluated the

quality of those programs within the National Science Foundation;

Assessing Vocational Education Research and Development evaluated

the programs of vocational education research and development sup-
ported by the Office of Education of the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare; Understanding Crime: An Evaluation of the

National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice focused

on the research program of the Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis-

tration of the Department of Justice. Collectively, these reports dif-

fered from the earlier ones in that they were based on evaluations of
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selected federal programs of social knowledge production and applica-
tion. Each examined the nature of the management processes in the
agencies in question. Each was critical of some aspects of the way in
which research is commissioned, funds allocated, and research moni-
tored. Each provided some guidance as to the research issues that need
attention.

Our study differs from these earlier studies in several respects. Both
this report and the supporting studies devote considerable attention to
describing the natum of the policy process itself in order to provide a
more realistic basis for assessing the contribution that can be made by
social knuwledge. Concern foi the policy process led the Study Project
to stress the limitations of social research as a tool for making social
policy or for operating social programs. The earlier reports hinted at
these limitations, but few addressed directly their implications for the
federal role in social R&D.

This study encompasses all government agencies that commission
and fund social research and deals with some general problems of the
system of federal support. In this sense, it extends across the whole of
the government the concerns of the committees that examined the
performance of individual agencies. We are therefore able to ask how
well the entire complex of agencies funding social knowledge produc-
tion and application fits together, what problems these agencies seem
to share, and whether there are modifications of government policy
that would benefit the system as a whole. The scope of the study
permitted us to take a portfolio view of the federal investment in social
research and development.

This report focuses on several issues that were largely ignored in the
earlier reports. We have, for example, traced the implications of the
fact that more than half of all federally supported social knowledge
production and application is meant to benefit policy makers and
others outside the federal government; past studies paid little attention
to the needs of these nonfederal users. We also give sustained
attention to program activities intended to support the application as
opposed to the production of knowledge. This subject has attracted an
extensive literature but is often neglected by those concerned with
federal science policy.

Our study has been a collaborative venture, and our debts are many.
Henry David, near the end of his long service as executive director of
the Assembly of Behavioral and Social Sciences, and the Executive
Committee of the Assembly organized our committee and launched its
work. David A. Goslin, his successor as executive director, has
unfailingly supported our efforts, as has Lester P. Silverman, the
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associate executive director. Robert McC. Adams, the chairman of the
Executive Committee when we began our work, gave the project
critical intellectual support and was a member of the committee until he
withdrew to pursue his research in the Middle East. Ernest F. Powers
of the Science and Technology Policy Office was intimately involved in
defining the objectives of the study and has supplied throughout a
gifted R&D manager's blend of encouragement and concern for dead-
lines. Vincent P. Rock organized our staff work as executive secretary
and oversaw the preliminary data collection for our survey of federal
expenditures before he was lured away to become staff director of a
study of the United States Senate.

We owe a very great deal to Thomas K. Glennan, Jr., who served as
study director for virtually the whole period of our research. He has
left his mark on this report and the analyses on which it draws at many
points. Laurence E. Lynn, Jr., a member of the committee with broad
experience in government, took direct responsibility for our studies of
the management of social research and development in four selected
policy areas. Among those who worked in some capacity with Glennan
and Lynn we owe a particular debt to Mark A. Abramson, who was by
the end the master shepherd of our survey of federal expenditures and
is responsible for the Appendix to this volume and the separate report
on the survey; and to Cheryl D. Hayes, who did a path-breaking
analysis of demonstration projects and has creatively joined in our
writing efforts at innumerable points. Beyond this the committee is
deeply grateful for the work of Eugenia Grohman, our gifted editor, as
well as of the many staff members, consultants, -and interns who
participated in the work of the project. Christine L. Davis and Linda
Ingram were staff members who wrote important background papers
for the Study Project Sharon M. Collins, Richard Collins Davis, and
John M. Seidl served as consultants and also wrote papers that are now

part of this report's companion volumes.
Vincent Rock directed the first data collection efforts, and Arthur L.

Canfield, Benjamin Caplan, John Grady, Linda Ingram, Jeremiah
Mai', Rita O'Connor, Howard Simons, and Richard C. Taeuber
served as intervitwers. Mark Abramson directed the 1976 data collec-
tion, which became the basis for our survey, and Bruce Craig, Patricia
P. Koshel, John McCann, Joshua Minkove, Pamela Neff, Jeffrey
Nesvet, Diane Rothbesg, Howard Simons, and Jan Solomon served as
interviewers. We are indebted to Patricia Koshel for supervising the
collection of data from agencies of the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare and to Jan Solomon for the computer work on the
1976 survey data. Jill Klaskin, the committee's administrative secre-
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tary, has kept us generally in order with great efficiency and also
served as administrative assistant for the survey. Rose Gunn and Susan
Hegedus provided excellent secretarial support; extraordinary typing
efforts were also contributed by Marcie Hazard and Karen Kel-
lerhouse.

This report too is a collaborative venture. Thomas Glennan prepared
the wound with several background drafts. The integrative pieces
written by Laurence Lynn for our companion volumes on policy
relevance and the management of social R&D were also important
background materials, and Lynn made pivotal contributions to our
final text. But every member of the committee has shaped our report,
and responsibility for our analysis and recommendations rests with the
committee as a whole.

Donald E. Stokes, Chairman
Study Project on
Social Research and Development
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Summary

The federal government invests nearly $2 billion a year to acquire and

use knowledge of social problems. This figure is small when compared

to the cost of research and development outside the social fields and
minuscule when compared to the cost of operating the government's
social programs. But it is three times larger in real terms than it was in
the early 1960s, and quite large enough to invite the attention of those
who are concerned about the federal investment in knowledge of social
problems. This report probes the nature of this investmentits scale,
its management, and the return the nation needs from itand considers
how the present system of federal support might be strengthened.

The concepts we use to define our subject are in one respect novel.
We replace the conventional idea of social "research and develop-
ment" with a concept of social "knowledge production and applica-
tion" that gives a sharper description of federal efforts to acquire and
use knowledge of social problems. This concept embraces four types of
knowledge productionresearch on social problems, the collection of
social statistics, evaluations of social programs, and demonstration
projects aiding the formation of social policyand three of knowledge
opplicationdemcusstratioa projects aiding the implementation of so-

cial policy, the development of materials related to social problems,
and efforts to synthesize, disseminate, or use knowledge of social

problems.
We have viewed this system of activities from several analytical

perspectives, with the aid of several background studies.



2 FEDERAL INVESTMENT IN KNOWLEDGE OF SOCIAL PROBLEMS

A new analysis of the federal budget and extensive interviews ;11
the federal agencies disclosed the scale and pattern of federal invest-
ment in social knowledge production and application (The Funding of
Social Knowledge Production and Application: A Survey of Federal
Agencies [Abramson 19783).

Case studies of knowledge production and application activities on
health, income security, the enhancement of the living environment,
and development in early childhood provided a view of manage-
ment in selected policy areas (Studies in the Management of Social
R&D: Selected Policy Areas [Lynn 1978bD.

Studies of staffmg, instruments of support, and the role of demon-
strations provided better insight into the problems of managing the
federal investment (Studies in Ste Management of Social R&D:
Selected Issues [Glennan 1978]).

New analyses by observers familiar with government and the
research community helped to illuminate the relationship between
knowledge and policy (Knowledge and Policy: The Uncertain Connec.-
lion [Lynn 1978a)).

a Special studies of the rise of a new field of knowledge (demog-
raphy), the development of a new methodology (survey research), and
the antecedents of a new policy option (the negative income tax)
explored the return on the nation's investment in basic advances in
social science (The Uses of Basic Research: Case Studies in Social
Science [Stokes 19781).

We set forth in this main report our key fmdings about the present
system of support, our conclusions about tne problem of organizing
and managing the federal investment, and our recommendations about
how the system might be strengthened.

FINDINGS

Our analysis of budget obligations examined four patterns in federal
support for social knowledge production and application.

The pattern by type of activity is far more varied than the conven-
tional idea of social research and development might suggest. Ac-
tivities that are in a strict sense research claim about one-third of total
expenditures for the production and use of knowledge of social prob-
lems. All types of knowledge production account for two-thirds of the
total; all types of knowledge application, for one-third.

16
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The pattern by policy area shows that 60 percent of all support is
related to human resources, with zs percent related to community
resources and the remaining 12 percent related to natural resources and

the science and technology base. The allocation of support between
production and application of knowledge varies widely across policy
areas. For all areas, the amount spent on social knowledge production
and application totals no more than six-tenths of one percent (0.006) of
the amount spent on social programs.

The pattern by organizational location shows that funding pro-
grams are strongly decentralized, with 180 separate agencies support-
ing knowledge production and application activities. Of the total
amount spent, more than one-half is channeled through program-
operating agencies and the rest through departmental policy offices,
independent R&D agancies, and specialized statistical agencies.

a The pattern by audience shows that those who are meant to
benefit from social knowledge production and application activities lie
to a remarkable extent outside the federal government. The amount
spent on activities directed to nonfederal users exceeds the amount
spent on activities directed to federal users by more than two to one,
and this ratio is still higher for spending by the mission. (operating)
agencies.

Our studies of the operation of the system led us to a series of
fmdings about the way research agendas are set, knowledge is applied,

and the system is managed.

The setting of research agendas is largely a reactive process, with
few examples of systematic planning. The incentives for planning are
weak and inconsistent. Although there is little duplication of research
effort, there is also little coordinated planning among agencies. Hence,
there are important problems that fall in the gaps between agencies,
and little attention is given to identifying and planning research on
emerging problems that are not well matched to the existing respon-
sibilities of mission agencies.

Effective application of knowledge is hampered by doubts as to
the quality or relevance of the results of research and other knowledge
production activities, by the lack of dear policies on the dissemina-
tion and use of results, and by a weak sense of the appropriate

audience for many results. An excessive focus on individual proj-
ects discourages efforts to synthesize and cumulate results. Re-

search administrators have limited understanding of how new informa-

tion fosters innovation and change.
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The management of the system is handicapped by the rapid
turnover of leadership at the highest level of government and by
arbitrary staff ceilings and unresponsive hiring policies for support
agencies. Uncertainties of funding are a pervasive problem, with harm
resulting from unforeseen prosperity as well as from unscheduled
poverty. The selection among alternative methods of support rarely
reflects a clear conception of how research planning and problem
choice should be shared between fimding agencies and those perform-
ing the funded work.

CONCLUSIONS

Our account of the existing system of support shows that the federal
government in effect holds a diversified portfolio of investments in
knowledge of social problems. Its varied investments yield different
types of return and require diffefent policies for effective management.
The diversity of the portfolio can be described in terms of the lapse of
time and complexity of the links between investment and return.

Program-supporting activities offer information to meet the
short-run, limited, and well-specified requirements of operating social
Programs.

Policy-forming activities offer information that may help in mak-
ing social policy in the somewhat longer run.

Problem-exploring activities offer a deeper understanding of social
problems that may help to define future policy options, even if no
specific program or policy needs were initially in view.

Knowledge-building activities enlarge the resources of social
knowledge ur method, with applications to the understanding of social
problems, the forming of social policy, or the operation of social
programs that are varied, difficult to forecast, and typically long run.

The need for diversified investnunt is closely linked to three perva-
sive characteristics of governmentits political character, its need to
act on incomplete information, and its brief time perspective.

The political character of government means that the production
and use of knowledge needs effective political support, but a political
constituency is more easily found for some parts of the federal portfolio -
than for others. In particular, political support for longer-term, more
speculative investments of high potential return is a continuing prob-
lem of the system.

8
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The need of government to act on incomplete itiformation high-
lights the fact that research can make only a partial input and is, in any

period, a limited and potentially costly resource. Hence, the federal

investment in research should direct it where it will count for most.
The brief time perspective of government means that some knowl-

edge production and application must serve short-run event-forced
needs of government. But the longer life span of major socia/ problems

allows for a significant return from research that requires a longer time

perspective. Effective management of the federal investment should
provide for both of these perspectives.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In view of the inherent diversity of the system, we avoid sweeping
organizational prescriptions. Informed oversight of the system by
those in Congress and the executive branch who have cross-cutting
responsibilities can help to create the incentives for needed change. We

offer a series of recommendatiors for improving the way research
agendas are set, knowledge is am-lied, and the system is managed.

Our principal recommendations for improving the setting of research

agendas are these:

Federal research administrators and oversight officials should
devote more resources to developing systematic planning as a distinct

aspect of efforts to produce and use knowledge of social problems.
Program decision makers should have greater input into the plan-

ning of program-supporting research and policy makers at the de-

partmental and presidential levls and in Congress should have greater
input into the planning of policy-forming research.

Special attention should be given to building problem-exploring
research agendas through task forces and conferences and the creation

of presidential or joint presidential-congressional temporary commis-

sions.
A number of problem-centered research programs should be

createn to undertake intensive and sustained work on major social

problems.
More adequate methods should be developed for forecasting new

or emerging social problems and creating research agendas directed to

-them.
Users of research-based knowledge outside the government

should be more closely involved in establishing priorities for research

that is meant to benefit them.
Scientific criteria, rather than problem or policy relevance, should

1 9
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guide the setting of priorities for research that seeks to enlarge the
general resources of social knowledge or method.

Our principal recommendations for improving the dissemination and
application of knowledge are these:

Oversight agencies and research administrators should give more
attention to the dissemination of high-quality research results to appro-
priate audiences.

Federal agencies supporting social knowledge production and
application should sponsor periodic syntheses of the knowledge gained
from the research they fund.

More intensive research on the process of social change and the
adoption of innovations by federal and nonfederal policy makers
should be undertaken by agencies supporting social knowledge produc-
tion and application.

Our principal recommendations for improving the management of
the system are these:

Appropriate oversight agencies should regularly review the alloca-
tion of social knowledge production and application resources among
policy areas, organizations, and categories of activities within their
jurisdictions.

Oversight agencies should periodically review the staffing and
funding of agencies supporting social knowledge production and appli-
cation and tailor the capabilities of these agencies to their missions and
responsibilities.

Departments and agencies should organize their planning and
budgeting activities to provide a significant role for knowledge brokers.
who should assume increased responsibility for policy planning and
program development.

Each agency should review its grant and contract policies to
increase its awareness of available options and to base its choice
among altensative instruments of support on a clear view of how
responsibility for research planning and problem choice should be
shared between the agency and the research performer.

Departmental planning, policy analysis, and evaluation offices
should promote periodic evaluations by knowledge-production agen-
cies of the work they fund, with priority given to the largest and most
important programs of support.

20



1 Introduction

In recent years the federal government has increased its investment in
research on social problems and has relied more heavily on staff
trained in the social and behavioral sciences. During fiscal 1977 the
government spent more than $1.8 billion to collect social statistics,
support social research and development, carry out demonstrations,
evaluate social programs and policies, and disseminate information
about these activities. Although the research and development portion
of this total is only four percent of federal expenditures for all research
and development (R&D), it has roughly tripled in real terms since the
early 1960s., Moreover, there are now several thousand employees in
positions in the federal servico for which social and behavioral science
training is required, and even larger numbers of professional social
scientists hold policy-making positions in the executive agencies, in
Congress, and even in the judiciary.

Rut thae trends are matched by rising dissatisfaction in some
quarters. For a variety of reasonssome valid, some notthe social
R&D community has come under increasing pressure to give an
accounting of its usefulness to policy makers, program officials, and
legislators. Unquestionably, an activity this large contains inefficient,
even pernicious, elements along with elements so valuable that to
curtail them would be unthinkable. For some critics, however, the

'Hwy David, "Two Transformations: Aspects et Social. Economic, and Science
Pokcies In Twentieth Cenntry America." benafter cited as David, 'Two Transforma-

tions." in Stokes (1978).

rs
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concern for accountability reflects frustration with the failure of social
programs to achieve their goals and the belief that the experts in the
research community are at least partially to blame. Others, including
many federal executives with social science backgrounds, simply be-
lieve that the payoffs in useful knowledge from investments in social
R&D have been too small.

Whatever the reason, the pressures for relevance have taken the
tangible form of a significant tightening up of federal management of
social R&D: increasing reliance on competitively awarded contracts
instead of grants and on grant arrangements that involve collaboration
between grantor and grantee; pressures from management and budget
personnel to improve conft act and grant adminisuation and research
monitoring, dissemination and utilization; increasing skepticism about
the use of peer review panels and research-community-oriented advi-
sory councils; and a greater stress on the forms of social R&D that
seem Most useful to policy makersprogram evaluation, policy
analysis, expert consultation, and social experimentationrelative to
traditional social science research performed at universities. Indeed, a
major charge to this committee by its sponsor was to recommend
specific ways of improving the policy relevance of federally supported
social R&D.

There is no evidence that these measures have improved the quality
and value of social R&D. Attempts at reform may actually have made
matters worse by enmeshing research administrators and investigators
in a regulatory process that inhibits rather than facilitates the quality,
timeliness, and applicability of social R&D. There is the prospect of a
vicious cycle: federal attempts to improve accountability through
tighter management may produce disappointing results and lead to still
further controls and further frustration on every side.

The cycle should be broken. The social problems facing the nation
will be difficult and complex in the years ahead. Every part of the
government, and many of the organizations and individuals served by
the government, will need better information on what the problems are,
how they may be solved, and at what cost. Although judgment and
practical wisdom will continue to be the most imponant ingredients of
.decision making, systematic research will become an increasinsly
important source of insights, ideas, and evidence. Under these circum-
stances, resistance by policy makers to investing in and applying new
knowledge will be detrimental both to the development of effective
governmental policies and to the maintenance of the creative energies
of the research community.

2 2h
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THE FOCUS OF THE STUDY

What can be done to improve the current system of federal support for
social research and development? How can federal expenditures on
social R&D more effectively meet the needs of society? This report is
intended to help answer these questions. To do so, we first describe the
programs through which the federal government supports the pmduc-
tion and application of knowledge of social problems; this funding
system is our immediate focus.

This report concerns the ways in which the federal government gains
and applies knowledge of social problems through its support of (a;
knowledge-producing activities, including research, statistical report-
ing, program evaluations, and policy-formulating demonstrations that
bear on social problems; and of (0) knowledge-applying activities,
including policy-implementing demonstrations, the development of
materials, and other methods of synthesizing, disseminating, and
using knowledge of social problems. Definitions of these activities are
presented on the following two pages.

As noted, four of our seven categories of activities fall outside the
scope of social R&D as traditionally defined. The additional types of
activities are an integral part of the effort of the government to promote
the creation and use of knowledge of social problems and seemed to us
a proper part of our study. Moreover, the term "development," which
is well understood when applied, for example, to military weapons
systems, often is without a parallel in the social sphere. We will
therefore consistently prefer our broader conceptualization of "social
knowledge production and application," although we will not banish
the term "social R&D" from these pages entirely.'

There is a hazy boundary between what is social and what is not. We
have thought of "social" as referring to the behavior of individuals,
groups, or institutions. Such a defmition excludes biomedical or
technological projects in which only minor attention is given to social
or individual impacts; it would include a project assessing the impact of
an existing technological capability on behavior. This is a difficult line
to draw and we will note several areas in which the distinction between
social and nonsocial activities remains a matter of judgment.

Although the immediate focus of our study is federal support for
activities that fall within this definition of social knowledge production

one Appendix gives a more detailed discussion of the similarities and differences
between a traditkmal R&D framework and our framework.



DEFINITION OF SOCIAL KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION
AND KNOWLEDGE APPLICATION ACTIVITIES

Knowledge Production

Research Research is systematic, intensive study directed toward greater
knowledge or understanding of the subject studied. Social research
includes basic, applied, or policy research that studies either the behavior
of individuals, groups, or institutions or the effects of pcilicies, programs,
or technologies on behavior.t

Demonstrations for Policy Formulation A demonstration is a small-scale
program undertaken in an operational setting for a finite period of time
to test the desirability of a proposed course of action. A demonstration
for policy formulation is undertaken to learn new infonnation about the
outcomes and administrative feasibility of a proposed action. Social ex-
periments are included in this category.

*Program Evaluation Program evaluation is evaluation that seeks to syste-
matically analyze federal programs (or thei components) to determine
the extent to which they have achieved their objectives. A distinguishing
factor of program evaluathm is that national operating programs (or their
components) are evaluated for the use of agency decision makers in mak-
ing policy or program decisions. Program evaluation is defined as a man-
agement tool; more general types of evaluation studies (activities fie-
quently labeled evaluation research) were judged not to be oriented to
management or decision making and were categorized as research.t

°General Purpose Statistics General purpose statistics include either current
or periodic data of general interest and use. A characteristic of general
purpose statistics is that many of the specific users and uses are unknown.
These statistics provide all levels of government and the private lector with
informstion on a very broad spectrum of social, economic, and demo-
graphic topics. Statistics that are collected for the specific purpose of
providing research Ma in a specific area of inquiry have been categorized
as research.t

24
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Knowledge Application

*Demonstrations for Policy implementation A demonstration is a small-
scale program undertaken in an operational setting for -a rmite period of
time to test the desirability of a proposed course of action. A demon-
stration for policy implementation is undertaken to promote the use of a
particular action. This type of demonstration does not attempt to gen-
erate new information but instead attempts to apply existing knowledge.

Development of Materials The development of materials consists of the
systematic use of knowledge and understanding gained from research to
produce materials. Examples of such materials are educational curriculum
materials or methods, testing instruments, and management or training
curricula. Such materials are used in a variety of educational, training, or
testing settings.t

*Dissemination Dissemination consists of activities undertaken by research
managers or others to promote the application of knowledge or data re-
sulting from social knowledge production activities.t Dissemination
activities include:

Publication and distribution of scientific and technical information
resulting from social research;

Documentation, reference, and information services (information
retrieval systems);

Research syntheses written for the use of practitioners and decision
makers;

Technical assistance to practitioners to disseminate knowledge;
Support of conferences to disseminate information; and
Creation of diumnination networks and consortia.

Me asterisked categories fall outside the definition of research and development used
by the National Science Foundation end the Office of Management shd Budget. This
knowledge production and knowledge application framework can thus be viewed as
containing sOCiai RAD and related activities.
Mese ddinitkms are similar to those used by the National Science Foundation and the
Office of Manasement and Budget. For a Wier (thermion of these definitions, see the

APPNALs.

1 ;



12 FEDERAL INVESTMENT IN KNOWLEDGE OF SOCIAL PROBLEMS

and application, we could hardly do justice to our subject without
looking beyond these funding programs. Consider utilization: the ways
that knowledge of social problems is used in making federal policy or
operating federal programs reach far beyond the explicitly funded
efforts to apply knowledge that are included in our definition of
knowledge-application activities. Indeed, few of the steps by which
Congress and federal agencies translate knowledge into social policy
are separately budgeted and accounted for in this way. Furthermore,
although the federal government is the world's leading investor in
research on social problems, a variety of other public and private
sources in this country and abroad help to create the knowledge the
nation uses in facing its social problems. This wider view emphasizes
the fact that the objective in applying knowledge should be to use
effectively information from all sources and not just to be sure that the
knowledge paid for by the federal government is somehow dissemi-
nated and used.

At times the users of knowledge also lie outside the federal govern-
ment. Indeed, the mAjority of research funded by the federal govern-
ment is intended for use not by Congress or federal agencies but by
state and local governments, school systems, hospitals, police forces,
industry, and the public at large. We refer to these potential users as
"third parties"federal sponsors and research performers being the
"first" and "second" parties. Issues surrounding the effective use of
"third-party" research are a main concern of this report.

The following chart summarizes the categorization of those who fund
the production of knowledge of social problems awl those who use that
knowledge:

Knowledge h Produced

With
Federal
Funding

With
Other
Funding

Knowledge Is Used

Within the
Federal
Government

Jtside the
Federal
Government

2
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Much of our analysis centers un activities in cell a of the chart: the
federal government pays the bill and is the primary audience of the
knowledge that results. For example, the Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Planning and Evaluation in the Department of Health.
Education, and Welfare (HEW) may fund studies of the availability and
utilization of health services among low-income populations and use
the results to help design a national health insurance policy. But our
analysis also concerns activities in cell b of the chart: the federal
government funds work that is addressed to the needs ofthird parties.
For example, the Division of Commuuity Development and Manage-
ment in the Department of Housing and Urban Development (Hurl)
may support studies of ways that state and local governments can
improve the productivity of their delivery of social services. Moreover,
we are concerned with the effectiveness of activities in cell c of the
chart: the key issue is the effectiveness with which the government
identifies and uses knowledge created without federal support. The
federal government might, for example, use the results of foundation-
supported studies of public financing of national election campaigns.
Only the knowledge of social problems not supported with federal
funds or used by the federal governmentactivities in cell d of the
chartis beyond the scope of our study.

We see federal support for social knowledge production and applica-
tion as part of a wider process by which the nation produces and uses
knowledge of social problems. We did not come to this view all at once
at the beginning of our work. On the contrary, we built up by stages a
framework for looking at this broader process, and this framework is

one of the products of our work.

THE PLAN OF THE STUDY
It was clear from the outsitt that we would need to gather a wide range
of information. Our resources for doing so were modest. Measured
against either the scope of the subject or the funds often made available
to national commissions, ours was a small study, but we have tried to
gain a better, empirically based understanding of social R&D. The
groundwork for this report is a set of analytical studies by staff and
consultants with varied types of expertise. These studies are published
in a series of companion volumes to this report and are a main outcome
of our work.

Since we were asked to examine the federal support uf social R&D,
we undertook first a survey of dollar obligations for social knowledge
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production and application across all federal agencies. After consult-
ing with budget officials in each of the agencies, we developed a new
classification of these obligations, which we initially applied to the
budget for fiscal 1975. We then refined the classification and repeated
the survey nearly two years later to obtain comparable figures for fiscal
1976 and fiscal 1977. These data are presented in Chapter 2 of this
report, which describes the scope of the federal investment in social
knowledge production and application, the policy areas on which it is
focused, the agencies in which it is located, and the users for whom its
results are intended. A brief account of the technical aspects of these
surveys appears in the Appendix; a more comprehensive report of the
figures for the major departments and agencies is published as a
separate volume, The Funding of Social Knowledge Production and
Application: A Survey of Federal Agencies (Abramson 1978).

A second effort of our study focused on the way the federal govern-
ment manages its investment in social knowledge production and
application in four selected problem areas: health, income security, the
living environment, and early childhood development. The interviews
in each area probed the way in which research agendas are set, the
effectiveness of alternative instruments of support, the importance of
continuity in funding, the nature of interagency relationships, the role
of knowledge brokers, the influence of users and sponsors, and the
dissemination of research results. We draw extensively on these
studies in Chapter 3 of this report, and they comprise another volume
in the series, Studies in the Management of Social R&D: Selected
Policy Areas ( ,, 1978b).

A third group of studies assessed experience on four management
issues: planning; the use of grants and contracts in supporting research,
a subject that was explored in a special conference of R&D program
managers and grant and procurement officers from a number of federal
agencies; uses and examples of "demonstrations"; and staffing pat-
terns in eight agencies that are heavily involved in social research and
development. The last study examines in particular the relationship
between the size of funding programs and the availability of staff. We
draw on these studies too in Chapter 3 of this report, and they comprise
another volume in the series, &sidles in the Management of Social
R&D: Selected Issues (Glennan 1978).

in the course of the project we commissioned two other kinds of
analyses to explore the wider context of the funding of social R&D.
One centered on the elusive concept of "policy relevance." It was

sAhhaigh the general terms "expenditure and "spencline are used throughout the
sop" our survey was actually based on buthget obligations.

28
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clear that this was an influential concept in current debates about the
role of social research and development, but it was also clear that the
concept needed more clarity. We therefore invited papers from a group
of observers of broad experience with both social research and social
policy. These have contributed to Chapter 4 of this report and have
elsewhere shaped our thinking on a number of points. They too are
published as a volume in the series, Knowledge and Policy: The
Uncertain Connection (Lynn 1978a).

The final group of analyses dealt with how the investment in basic
advances in social knowledge and method might strengthen the na-
tion's capacity to deal with social problems. We commissioned for this
purpose a historical review of the federal role in creating and using
social knowledge and, three analytical case histories of basic advances
in the social and behavioral sciences. One, a study of the rise of
modern demography, explored the return from the investment in a
major new field of knowledge. Another, a study of the development of
survey research, explored the return from the investment in a major
new research methodology. The third, a study of the social science
bases of negative income tax proposals, explored the theoretical and
methodological antecedents of a major new option of social policy.'
They have also helped shape the views we set out in Chapter 4 of this
report, and they comprise the last of our series of companion volumes,
The Uses of Basic Research: Case Studies in Social Science (Stokes
1978).

Chapters 2 and 3 describe the current system of federal support for
social knowledge production and application, drawing on our surveys
of budget obligations and our analyses of management practice. But we
derived more than a descripti account of the existing system from
these studies; we came to se more clearly the variety of federal
investments in social knowledge production and application and also
some pervasive difficulties in linking research to policy.

Following from this, Chapter 4 explores three characteristics of
government that weaken its thrust toward an effective, research-based
understanding of social problems. In Chapter 4 we also suggest the
benefit to be gained by taking a portfolio approach to investments in
research, expecting a very different return from different types of
investment and matching very different policies on support and utiliza-
tion to each. Chapter 5, using the information and insights of Chapters
2 and 3 and the perspectives of Chapter 4, recommends how the system
of social knowledge production and application might be improved.
Ile analytical case histories were jointly sponsored by the Study Project and a panel of
the Advisory Committee on Research of the National Science Foundation under a special
grant from the Foundation.



2 Federal Spending
for Social Knowledge
Production and
Application

Federal expenditures for social R&D have grown rapidly over the past
decade, particularly with the advent of the new social programs. The
Office of Management and Budget (osta) and the staff of the science
and technology adviser to the President have tracked these expendi-
tures as part of the special analysis of R&D items in the federal budget.
But a great deal more can be learned about the recent pattern of federal
support for social knowledge production and application by classifying
these expenditures in several new witys.

Our survey examined some 180 agencies' in 44 organizational en-
tities that support identifiable amounts of knowledge production and
application in 12 social policy areas. We identified the distinct pro-
grams of funding for social knowledge production and application
within each of these agencies and then classified these programs in
ways that reflected our analytical objectives. This method required
extensive interviewing within the departments and agencies in addition
to inspecting budget data.

We developed four classifications. The first is by type of activity, as
defined in Chapter 1; the second is by policy area; the third is by type
and organiutional location of the funding agency; and the foirrth is by
the objective or audience of the activity being supported. This chapter

'The tenn "agency" refers to any organizational unk of a cabinet-kivel department
(includim bureaus, divisions, offices, and savices) or any independent organizational
unit. other than a cabinet-level department. whose piaci* officer reports directly to the
Presideat.
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examines the data by applying these clIggitications singly and in
combination.3

FUNDING PATTERNS BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY

The level of federal funding for fiscal 1976 for each type of social
knowledge production and application activity is presented in Table 1.
It is noteworthy that two-thirds of all obligations in that year were for
knowledge production and one4hird for applicm on. The largest cate-
gory of spending was research, including basic, applied, and policy
research, which accounted for more than one-third of all obligations.
However, the substantial obligations for policy formulation demonstra-
tions, for program evaluations, and for general purpose statistics
suggest the importance of other means by which the federal govern-
ment invests in the production of knowledge of social problems.

Table 1 also reveals that the two categories of demonstration proj-
ects accounted for almost one-fifth of all obligations for social knowl-
edge produclion and application. The su. -gut of demonstrations as a
means of gaining new knowledge, as as of applying knowledge,
has received far too little attention. Tile figures show that federal
obligations for demonstrations were divided roughly evenly between
projects that sought new intonation (demonstrations for policy formu-
lation) and projects that promoted the adoption of a program (demon-
strations for policy implementation). These figures exclude a third type
of spending, for operating programs masquerading as "demonstra-
tions," where the objective is neither to gain nor to disseminate
knowledge.3

Table 1 shows that almost $600 million was obligated by the federal
government to knowledge application activities in fiscal 1976. Except

*Further details of the definitioas and methods dour survey of budget obligations appear
in the Appendix. and detailed breakdowns by individual agency appear in Abramson
(1975). In one respect, however, our analytical quarry remained out of range. Although a
great deal can be found out by classifying funding pmgrams, each of these programs
includes a number of individually funded prqjects, which may differ from one another in
terms that bear on our principles of classification. We sought wherever possible toreflect
this variety by apportioning a gap= maw two or MOM categories, but refining these
judgments by extending our survey to many thousands of individual projects would have
swamped our resources. We note where our finding, might be modified if they were
rooted in data on individual prctiects.
Tar a detailed discussion of demonstratioes, see Cheryl D. Hayes, 'Toward a Cancel,-
utilization of du Function d Demonstrations," hereafter cited as Hayes. "Demonstra.
tions." in Gkanan (1975).

-31
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TABLE 1 Funding Patterns: Social Knowledge Production and Application
Ac6vities (fiscal 1976 obligations, $ millions)

Activity

Knowledge production
Research 655 36
Demonstrations for policy formulation 204 11
Program evaluation 62 3
General purpose statistics 294 16

Total 1,215 67

Knowledge application
Demonstrations for policy implementation 183 10
Development of materials 121 7
Dissemination 294 16

Total 598 33

TOTAL 1,813 100

Numbers may not total due to rounding.
NOTE: Caution should be used when makins comparisons between the data above and
the data on "research and development" colleeted by the National Science Foundation
aad the Office of Management and Budget. As noted in Chapter I , several of the above
categories fall outside the definition of R&D used by the federal government. Thus,
the $hit billion total should not Se interpretad as being part of total federal oblip-
lions ror research and development. A fuller discussion of these data and definitions
appears in the Appendix.

for the development of materials, our categories of knowledge applica-
tion have traditionally been excluded from figures on R&D. This is true
of the largest of our categories, the activities we group under "dissemi-
nation." This figure is almost certainly on the low side, since it
includes only separately identifiable projects for dissemination.
Nonetheless, this and the other figures in these categories indicate the
general magnitude of recent explicit federal investment in the applica-
tion of knowledge to social problems.

FUNDING PATTERNS BY POLICY AREA

In addition to providing estimates of the amounts spent for social
knowledge production and application, our survey sought to provide a
basis for analyzing the allocation of funding by subject. Working with a
classification of policy areas similar to those proposed by the General
Accounting Office and the House Budget Committee, we identified
twelve areas, grouped in four broad categories: human resources,

3 *)
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community resources, natural resources, and science and technology.
The human resources category includes health, education, employ-
ment and training, and social services and income security. The
community services category includes economic growth, transporta-
tion, housing and community development, law enforcement and jus-
tice, and international affairs. The natural resources category includes
natural resources and the environment and energy development and
conservation. Finally, the science and technology category includes a
set of programs designed to strengthen the nation's science and
technology base.

Table 2 presents the distribution of support for social knowledge
production and application among the twelve policy areas. Human
resources claim about 60 percent of the total, with community re-
sources, including economic growth, accounting for another 28 per-
cent. The table discloses interesting variations in funding for knowl-
edge production and for knowledge application among policy areas.
For example:

In education, there is a high proportion of funding for knowledge
application (60 percent) as opposed to knowledge production. This is
because most of this work is supported by the practitioner-dominated
Office of Education; emphasis has been placed on policy implementa-
tion demonstrations and the development of materials rather than on
research.

In health, in contrast, the proportions are almost exactly the
opposite. Much of this spending for knowledge production can be
traced to the National Institutes of Health, which hive placed much
greater emphasis on basic research and the creation of new knowledge
than on the application of existing knowledge. This emphasis has
influenced the activities of many agencies that are concerned with
social problems related to health.

In social services and income security, there is little funding for
knowledge application, largely because policy makers who use such
research are federal officials, and so dissemination can be informal.

Table 3 shows how the relative allocation of social knowledge
production and application obligations amonc the policy areas com-
pares with the relative allocation of the total )!ederal budget authority
(including knowledge production and application, operating programs,
administrative expenses, etc.) among comparable policy areas.

Two observations can be made from these figttres. The first is that
thz federal investment in social knowledge production and application
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TABLE 2 Funding Patterns: Social Knowledge Production and Application
by Policy Area (fiscal 1976 obligations, $ millions)

Policy Area

Knowledge
Production

Knowledge
Application Total

S % $ %

Human re cyurces
Health 265 61 171 39 436 100

(24)a
Education 156 40 237 60 394 100

(22)
Employment and training 118 85 21 IS 139 100

(8)
Social services and income securiW 92 82 21 18 112 100

(6)
Total 631 450 1,081

(60)

Community resources
Economic growth 178 86 29 14 206 100

(11)
Transportation 84 74 29 26 114 100

(6)
Housing and community 106 100

development 61 58 45 42 (6)
Law enforcement and Justice 47 72 18 28 65 100

(4)

International affans 17 6 27 23 100
(I)

Total 388 127 514
(28)

Natunti resources
Natural resources and environment 111 97 4 3 114 100

(6)
Energy development and 30 100

conservation 28 95 2 5 (2)
Total 139 6 144

(8)

Science and technology base 38 78 16 22 74 100
(4)

TOTAL 1,215 598 1,813
(100)

Nuabors may nos total du* to rounding.
1Numbers in meadow are column percentages.
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TABLE 3 Comparison of Funding Patterns for Social Knowledge Production
and Application with Total Federal Civilian Budget by Policy Area (fiscal
1976 obligations, $ millions)

Funding for
Knowledge
Production and Total Civilian

Funding for
Knowledge Pro-
duction and Ap-
plication (Col. ly

Application Budgeta Total Civilian
Policy Area % Budget (Col. 3)

Human resources
Health 436 24 32,339 11 0.013
&lunation 394 22 7,889 3 0.050
Employment and training 139 8 7,910 3 0.018
Social services and income

security 112 6 144,281 48 0.001
Total 1,081 60 192,419 64 0.006

Conununity resources
Economic growth (206) b (11) b No comparable OMB function
Transportation 114 6 9,906 3 0.012
Housing and community

development" 106 6 14,332 5 0.007
Law enforcement and

justice 65 4 3,264 1 0.020
International affairs 23 1 6,450 2 0.004

Total 308 17 33,952 11 0.009

Natural resources
Natural resources and
environment 114 6 15,667 5 0.007

Energy development and
conservation 30 2 3,522 1 0.009

Total 144 8 19,189 6 0.008

Science and technology base 74 4 1,145 0.065
Other civilian functionsd 56,132 19

TOTAL 1,813 100 302,837e 100 0.006

Numbers may not total due to rounding.
'Source: The Budget of the Cfnitsd States Government, Fiscal 1977, Part 8, Tables I
and 14.
bEecluded from subtotal.
eincludes OMB function of revsnue sharing in addition to community and regional
deveiolsoss_ t
draahusaa apiculture, cosnaUsta, vterans' benefits, went government, interest,
allowances, and undistributed offsetting receipts.
'National defense snd span research and technology an excluded from budget total.
*Lem than MS percent.
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represents a small though varied fraction of total program costs. For all
policy areas, this fraction averages only six-tenths of one percent
(0.0(6). In the special case of science and technology, where R&D
outlays (mainly nonsocial) account for most of the total, the fraction
invested in social knowledge production and application is still only
seven percent. Of the substantive policy areas, only in education,
where program costs are primarily met from nonfederal sources, is the
investment in social knowledge production and application more than
two percent of total program costs.

The second observation is that there is a rough equivalence between
the fraction that a policy category claims of the whole federal budget,
on the one hand, and of the federal investment in social knowledge
production and application, on the other. These two fractions tend to
vary together in the totals for the four policy categories of human
resources, community resources, natural resources, and science and
technology. At this level of aggregation, support for social knowledge
production and application does appear to "follow the budget." But
the variation at the level of policy area is considerable and shows, for
example, how relatively slight is the investment in the creation and use
of knowledge on social services and income security.

FUNDING PATTERNS BY AGENCY

The most revealing findings to emerge from our survey of spending for
social knowledge production and application have to do with the
organizational location of the programs of support. Table 4 presents
data on levels of fiscal 1976 federal support for knowledge production
and application at the level of the department or independent agency.
These data show how much of the spending is accounted for by a few
departments and agencies. Of the 44 organizational entities sum-
marized in the table, the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare is the largest supporter of social knowledge production and appli-
cation, accounting for nearly 40 percent of the totalalmost $730
million. Four other departments spent over $100 million on social
knowledge production and application in fiscal 1976, and a total of 23
agencies spent more than $5 million.

There is further evidence on this point in Table 5, which lists the 20
agencies with the largest budgets for social knowledge production and
application; they account for 71.6 percent of the $1.8 billion total.
Significantly, these agencies represent a wide spectrum of types of
mission and activity. The largest agency, the Office of Education (oE),
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comprises primarily operating programs. Although research is not a
major priority, OE has seen education innovation as a program goal for
at least the past 15 years and obligates a substantial portion of its funds
to demonstration activities. Three of the 20 agenciesthe National
Science Foundation, the National Institutes of Health, and the Na-
tional Institute of Educationspecialize primarily in research; two
the Bureau of the Census and the Bureau of Labor Stafisticsare
statistical agencies that also have the support of knowledge production
and application activities as a primary mission.4 As might be expected.
given HEW% share of total social knowledge production and application
spending, 9 of the 20 are HEW agencies.

But the evidence on orpnizational location should not be misread:
180 distinct federal agencies are involved in funding social knowledge
production and application activities, and many of the agencies on the
top-20 list are aggregates of a number of smaller and fairly autonomous
funding progiams. Indeed, the decentralization of the fimding effort is
striking.

Decentralization has been the natural consequence of the way au-
thorization has been given for programs of support a social research
and development. The prevailing approach is clearly reflected in au-
thorizing legislation. A recent compilation of R&D statutes by the
Congressional Research Service for the House Committee on Sciince
and Technology found that ". . most Federal R&D laws appear to
relate to 'mission oriented' research and development and to be
administered by agencies directly involved with specific missions and
responsibilities" (U.S. Congress, House 1976b, p. 3). The major ex-
ceptions are the statutes dealing with the National Science Foundation
and the Smithsonian Institution, agencies whose legislation provides a
clear mandate to broad areas of basic research.

This evidence led David ("Two Transformations," in Stokes 1978),
in analyzing the emerging federal role lin social research and develop-
ment, to conclude that the commitment of federal funds has largely
been shaped by policy and program legislation that only incidentally
contained provisions authorizing or directing the conduct of mission-
related R&D. In other words, the legal and political basis for R&D
activities within an agency has followed, rather than preceded, the
policy and program commitments that specify the agency's purpose
and responsibilitiesits mission. This pattern accounts for the location
almost R&D programs within the operating federal departments rather

'For more informstion on tk role dhc primary and secondary statistical agencies at the
federal goverment. see President's Commission on Federal Statistks (1971).
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TABLE 4 Funding Patterns: Social Knowledge Production and Application Activities by Department or Agency
(fiscal 1976 obligations, $ millions)

Department or Agency

Knowledge Production Activities Knowledge Application Activities

TOTAL
Re-
search

Policy
Formula-
tion Dem-
onstrations

Program
Eva lu-
ation

General
Purpost
Statistics Total

Policy
Imp lemon- Develop-
tation Dein- ment of
onstrations Materials

Dissem-
'nation Total

Department of Agriculture
Department of Conunerce
Department of Defense

Nommen of Health. Educe-
tion, and Welfare

Health Relatedb
Ediwationc
Income Securityd
Human Development.

TotalDepartment
of Health, Education,
and Welfare

Department of Housing and
Urban Development

Department of the Interior
Department of Justice
Department of Labor
Departnsent of State
Department of Transportation
Department of the Treasury
Appalachian Regional

Commissicte

62
22
40

139
46
20
38

243

10
9

28
19
14
43
11

1

4
2

34
81
21

19

155

19

3
1

9

4

3

2

9
17

2

10

38

4
1

5
2
2
1

1

41
77

2

31
4

2

37

11

2
13
68

21
15

106
106
45

212
149

43
70

474

44
12
47
92
17

74
25

c I ,

t5 )5

1

37
79

2
12

130

7

*

12
2
1

10

1

13

6
54

2

62

3
1

6
*

8

176
7
1

33
23

1

7

64

5
1

6
7
6

10

177
8

14

76
156

3
21

256

14
1

18
15
7

27

8

282
114
58

287
305
46
91

729

58
13
65

107
24

101
25

13



Civil Smite Commisakm 2 - * 2 2 1 - 3 6

Commission on Ovil Rights 5 - 5 - 2 2 7

Community Semites
Administration 2 1 - 3 5 5 8

Eanv Research and Develop
MU Administration 12 - - - 12 - - - - 12

Environmental Protection
AlstleY 12 - 1 13 13

Executive Office of the
President" 4 - - 4 - - 1 1 6

Metal Room System 6 - 3 9 - - 9

National Foundation on the
Arts snd the Humanities 1 - * - 1 - 14 3 18 18

idatiotud Science Foundation 76 2 1 1 80 3 13 17 97

Smithsonian Institution 8 - - 8 - * 1 1 10

Winans Administration 2 2 1 5 2 - 2 7

Indepsndant arcing 15 - * 15 - - 1 1 16

Odwo ageneiet 8 1 2 1 12 1 - 3 4 15

TOTAL, 655 204 62 294 1,215 183 121 293 598 1,813

Noroben may oat toga due to rounding.
ins activities of thip Asalmast Secretary far Flannins and Evaluation have been included throughout the four policy usu.
bAleolial. Dreg Abney, sad Nonni Health Administration; Center far Disease Control; Food sad Drus Administration; Health Rasources
Administration; Health Services Administration; National lastitutas of Hanle; and Assistant Sacrstary for Health.
4ifotioital hntiliste of Education; Office of Education; Assistant Secretary for Education.
diecial sad Ealisbilitation genies; Social Security Administration.
.drpines Of Hamm Development .
lemma of lircomonsic Advisors; Council as Environmental Quality; Office of Talecommunications; Council on Wap and Price Stability.
Sawa Aiwaissatice Bond; Common Product Safety Commission; Federal Communications Commission; Federal Home Loan Bank Board;
ferlual Power Corestinion; Intarnational Trade Comminion; Intestate Commerca Coniminiont Nuclear Itsgulatory Commission; Sacuritity
and Exchange Communion; Federal Trads Consiniesion.
*ACTION; natal Mediation and Conciliation Servics; General Services Achninktration; Small Businses Administration; Unitrid Stalin Infor-
mation Agosey; Arms Control and Disarmantant Agency; Nationsl Center for Productivity and Quality of Watkins Life: Advisory Ccannission
Ele intissovatasimitil Minikes.; Fedaral Energy Administration; Equal Employment Opportunity Con:minion: Timessma Wiley Authority.
-*Lee than 110.5 minion.
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TABLE 5 Twenty Agencies with Largest Budgets for Social Knowledge
Production and Application (fiscal 1976 obligations, $ millions)

AsencY Department
Knowledge
Production

Knowledge
Application Total

1. Office of Education HEW 89 124 213

2. Extension Service USDA 2 166 168

3. National Science
Foundation 80 17 97

4. Alcohol, Drug Abuse.
and Mental Health
Administration HEW 78 7 85

S. Office of Human
Development HEW 55 21 76

6. National Institute of
Education HEW 46 28 74

7. Health Resources
Administration HEW 55 13 68

8. Bureau of the Census Commerce 65 1 67
9. National Institutes

of Health HEW 42 22 64
10. Bureau of Labor Statistics Labor $6 56

11. Policy Development
and Reaearch HUD 50 5 55

12. Law Enforcement At-
istance Administration htstice 41 18 58

13. Health Services
Administration HEW 21 31 52

14. Assistant Secretary for
Planning and Evaluation FLEW 34 34

15. Statistical Reporting
Service USDA 31 31

16. Economic Reaearch Service USDA 25 6 31

17. National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration DOT 17 10 27

18. Social Security
Administration HEW 25 1 26

19. Cooperative State
Research Service USDA 2$ 25

20. Office of the Secretary DOT 20 4 24

TOTAL 857 473 1,331,

Numben may not total due to rounding.
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than in independent R&D agencies. It also accounts for the decen-
tralization of R&D programs to several mission agencies within =Or
departments.

The mission-related character of much of the fixteral support of the
production and application of knowledge of social problems can be
sunmiarized by classifying the organizations in which the programs are
located. For this purpose, we developed a fourfold categorization of
supporting agencies:

Associated with operating programs. Offices that have program-
matic responsibility to administer federal programs; forexample, Food
and Nutrition Service (Agriculture); Economic Development Adminis-
tration (Commerce); Office of Education (HEW); National Park Service
(Interior); and the Federal Highway Mininictration (Transportation).

Associated with policy-making offices. Offices thin do not directly
administer programs and that frequently have oversight responsibility
for a number of federal programs or have staff advisory responsibility
for nonprogranunatic federal policies: for example, the Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (HEW); the Office of
Planning, Budgeting, and Evaluation (Office of Education/HEW); Advi-
sory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations; U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights; and the Council of Economic Advisers.

Associated with agencies whose primary mission is R&D funding.
For example: the National Institute of Education (HEW); the Agricul-
tural Research Service (Agriculture); the National Center for Health
Services Research (HEW); and the National Science Foundation.

Associated with agencies whose primary mission is the collection or
analysis of statistics. For example: Statistical Reporting Service (Ag-
riculture); Bureau of the Census (Commerce); National Center for
Education Statistics (HEW); and the National Criminal Justice Informa-
tion and Statistical Service (Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-
tion/Justice).

Table 6 presents data on the allocation of federal support for knowl-
edge production and application in fiscal 1976 by this classification.
Although some agencies were difficult to categorize, the data show the
extent to which program operations influence social knowledge pro-
duction and application. More than 50 percent of total social knowl-
edge production and application obligationsmore than 75 percent of

1 I



TABLE 6 Funding Patterns: Type of Supporting Agency by Social Knowledge Production and Application Activities
(fiscal 1976 obligations, $ millions)

Activity

TYPo of SuPPorling Atom

OPorvtIoll
Progistus

Policy-Making
Offices

RAD Funding
Agencies

Statistical
Agencies Total

$ % $ % 1 % $ % $ %

Kleov Ando ptoduction
Ressari* 258 39 70 11 311 48 16 3 655 100

(28)a (40) (63) (8) (36)
Policy foundation dentonsttations 109 53 37 18 59 29 204 100

(12) (21) (12) (11)
Ptogram evaluation 28 46 25 40 9 14 * 62 100

(3) (14) (2) ( (3)
Goma purpose statistics 73 25 21 7 3 1 197 67 294 100

.8) (12) (1) (91) (16)
Total 468 39 152 13 382 31 213 18 1,215 100

itacitiedga application

(SO) (17) (78) (99) (67)

Policy implansantation damonstmtions 166 91 7 4 10 6 183 100
(111) (4) (2) (10)

Demlopment of mataials 72 59 3 2 46 38 121 100

(8) (2) (9) (7)
Dimaiutica 224 76 12 4 55 19 3 1 294 100

(24) (7) (11) (1 ) (16)
Total 462 77 22 4 111 19 3 598 100

($0) (13) (23) (I) (33)

TOTAL 930 51 174 10 493 27 216 12 1,113 100

(100) (100) (100) (100) (100)

httunbass may not total due to rounding . lttussitsers in paranthems are column percentaps. *Lao than $0.1 million oe 0,1 percent.
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the support for knowledge application activitiesis associated with
operating programs. In contrast, only 27 percent of total social knowl-
edge production and application support is channeled through R&D
agencies, although these are the agencies most usually associated with
federal support of social knowledge production and application in the
minds of investigators and the public. Furthermore, despite the in-
creased emphasis on research to support policy making in recent years,
less than 10 percent of federally supported social knowledge produc-
tion and application is directly associated with offices primal* per-
forming policy-making functions.3

Further fmdings emerge from the data in Table 6. R&D agencies
support 47 percent of all research, while agencies associated with
operating programs support another 40 percent. Approximately 70

percent of support for the production of social statistics is centered in a
relatively small number of agencies and programs that specialize in
statistical activities. The bulk of the relatively small amount of support
for program evaluations, 86 percent, is administered by agencies
associated with operating programs and policy-making offices.

A general conclusion that emerges from the data in Table 6 is the
diversity of knowledge production and application activities supported
by all except the statistical agencies. Every category of social knowl-
edge production and application is carried out at a multimillion dollar
level by agencies associated with operating programs, agencies as-
sociated with policy-making functions, and R&D agencies. For exam-
ple, although more than half of policy-formulation demonstrations are
associated with operating programs, significant support for such dem-
onstrations comes from other types of agencies as well. Similarly, all
types of agencies are involved in producing general purpose statistics.

FUNDING PATTERNS BY GOAL AND AUDIENCE

It would be easy to conclude from the prominence of operating pro-
gram agencies among the supporters of social knowledge produc-
tion and application that these activities are intended primarily to serve
users in the federal government. But such an inference would miss a
critical aspect of the intent of those activities, an aspect by no means
obvious when we began our study. To describe the goal and audience

*We do not by this mean to exclude the possibility that some of the activities supported
by mission *Ides are directed to policy questioas. Plainly they are, in some cues in
response to the wishes of departmental policy offices.

4 3
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of social knowledge production and applwation, we devised a fivefold
classification of the objectives of the ilinding agencies:

the improvement of federal programs;
the improvement of federal policies;
the creation and provision of knowledge and developed programs

or materials for nonfederal audiencesknowledge for third parties;
the general advancement of knowledge concerning individual and

social behavior without specific concern for application; and
the collection and analysis of statistics.

This categorization proved to be substantially more difficult and
judgmental than the categorization according to organizational location
and function. For example, the National Institute of Mental Health
(sinaH) supports considerable basic disciplinary research aS well as
research centered on a variety of social and mental health problems. It
also supports a significant amount of research that is intended to be
useful to practitioners in community mental health centers, social
service agencies, and third parties generally. Although the political
rhetoric surrounding the program emphasizes the latter activity, we
concluded the predominant function of »ism to be the advancement of
knowledge and classified the agency accordingly.°

As shown in Table 7, important findings emerge from the data on
total spending by major goal and audience. First, third-party interests
dominate federal interests: more than 50 percent of all federal support
is by agencies whose primary function is the production and applica-
tion of knowledge for nonfederal audiences. The combined federal
social knowledge production and applicntion obligations by agencies
whose primary goal is the improvement of federal programs and the
improvement of federal policies are less than 25 percent of the total.
Thus, spending on behalf of third-party (nonfederal) audiences is
apparently greater than spending for first-party (federal) audiences by a
ratio of more than two to one.

Second, only about 10 percent of all federal spending for social
knowledge production and application is for the advancement of
knowledge without specific concern for application. The bulk of sup-
port for the production and application of knowledge related to social
problems, more than 75 percent, is administered by agencies whose
primary goal is the improvement or formulation of programs and
policies.

saisity. we would have pined added information on sash and audience by carryins the
analysis to the level of individual projects if thh had been feasible.

4 4



-ABLE 7 Funding Patterns: Goal or Audience by Social Knowledge Production and Application Activities (fiscal 1976

Adaptions, $

Activity

G la] az Audience

Improvement of
Federal Programs

Improvement of
Federal Policy

Knowledge for
Third Parties

Advancement
of Knowledge

Statistical
Collection Total

Knowledge production 206 17 170 14 443 37 167 14 230 19 1,215 100

(82)° (90) (47) (86) (99) (67)

Knowledge application 44 7 18 3 506 85 27 5 3 598 100

(18) (10) (53) (14) (1) (33)

TOTAL 250 14 188 10 948 52 194 11 232 3 1,813 100

(100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100)

Somber may sot total due to rounding.
onistisbess is parenthisas ate column percentages.
*Lao than CS peresst.
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Table 8 presents a cross-classification of total social knowledge
production and application obligations by organizational location and
function and by major goal and audience. It is significant to note that of
the total federal support associated with operating programs and
policy-making offices, more than 72 percent was intended for use by
third-party audiences; only 26 percent was intended for the use of
federal officials in the improvement of federal programs. Thus, nonfed-
eral audiences have a major stake in the policies awl practices govern-
ing federal support for knowledge production and application.

A much smaller portion of the fimds for social knowledge production
and application is spent by agencies (or their subdivisions) that have as
a primary mission the improvement of federal programs or policies.
More than half of the total for social knowledge production and
application is spent by offices that have as a primary audience nonfed-
eral decision makers, with most of the remainder spent by offices that
have as a primary goal the advancement of knowledge without specific
concern for application.

CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions about the system of federal support for social
knowledge production and application emerge from the patterns of
funding examined in this chapter.

First, the types of activity are far more varied than the term "social
R&D" suggests. They include a wide range of activities concerned
with the production and use pf knowledge of social problems. Indeed,
research, as it would generally be understood by the research commu-
nity, claimed no more than 36 percent of the total obligations of 81.8
billion in fiscal 1976. More than one-third of these obligations was for
applications of knowledge of social problems.

Second, the policy areas to which this spending is directed also cover
a broad range. Approximately 60 percent of the total is concerned with
human resources, and community resources accounts for 28 percent.
There is wide variation among policy areas in the division of support
between knowledge-producing and knowledge-applying activities. In
every policy area, the federal government invests part ci its total
spending for the production and use of social knowledge, but this
fraction is an exceedingly small part of total program costs in every
area and averages only 6x:tenths of one percent for all policy areas.

Third, the orpnizational location of funding programs shows a
strong pattern of decentralization. Because the federal investment has

4 ts



TABLE 8 Funding Patterns: Organizational Location by Goal or Audience (fiscal 1976 obligations, $ millions)

Goal or Audience

Orpnizational Location

Total
Associated with
Operating Programs

Associated with
Policy-Maldng Offices

Auociated with R&D
Funding Agencies

Auociated with
Statistical Agencies

Improvement of 243 97 7 3 250 100

Wend programs (26)a (1) (14)

Improvement of 13 144 77 31 17 188 100

federal policies (1) (82) (6) (10)

Knowledge for 670 71 18 2 260 27 948 100

thhd parties (72) (10) (53) (52)

Advancement of 194 100 194 100

knowledge (39) (11)

Statistical collection 4 2 13 5 216 93 232 100

(*) (7) (100) (13)

TOTAL 93e 51 174 10 493 27 216 12 1,183 100

(100) (100) (100) (100) (100)

Numbers say not total due to rounding.
stiembers is paranthases ars column parcssfsssa.
nes than 0.8 percent.
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been a corollary of the a cation and assignment of social programs to
mission agencies, more than half of federal support of social knowledge
production and application is associated with mission agencies, with
much smaller amounts associated with departmental policy offices,
independent R&D agencies, and specialized statistical agencies. This
pattern means that the departments and agencies with the heaviest
responsibilities for social programs also tend to have the largest aggre-
gate budgets for social knowledge production and application. Indeed,
the combined obligations within the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare account for roughly 40 percent of the total for the entire
executive branch. Of the 180 agencies that support social knowledge
production and application, the 20 with the largest budgets account for
more than 70 percent of the total expenditures.

Fourth, the audiences of social knowledge production and applica-
tion activities lie to a remarkable degree outside the federal govern-
ment. Spending on behalf of third-party users exceeds s7:ading for
federal users by a ratio of more than two to one. This ratio is even
higher if one considers only the support for social knowledge produc-
tion and application that is associated with the mission agencies. Only
10 percent of the total is spent by agencies primarily concerned with
the advancement of knowledge.

4 8



3
The Management of
Federal Support for
Social Knowledge
Production and Application

The patterns of funding explored in Chapter 2 show the outlines of the

system of federal support for social knowledge production and applica-

tion, but a sense of how the system operates can be gained only by
probing beneath the surface of those budget data. This chapter sum-
marizes the findings and conclusions on organization and management
we derived from two groups of studies. The first is a set of analyses of

managerial problemsparticularly those of staffing, the choice of

instruments of support, and the role of demonstrationsthat are
common to all agencies supporting social knowledge production and

application (Glennan 1978). The second is a set of case studies of the
management of R&D programs in the policy areas of health, income
security, the enhancement of the living environment, and development
in early childhood (Lynn 1978b).

Many of the detailed findings of these studies show more clearly the

aspects of the system already apparent in the funding data. This is

particularly true of its decentralized character, which follows the
categorical nature of the process of congressional authorization and
appropriations, a process that has by the mid-1970s created nearly
1,100 identifiable domestic programs. The compartmentalized.organi-
zatkm and management typical ofcategorical programs is also typical

of the research and development activities associated with these pro-
grams. For example, research on early childhood is supported by 16

separate agencies within HEW (7 within the Office of Education alone)

35
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and by agencies within 3 other departments as well,' and SO depart-
ments and nencies support health-related social knowledge produc-
tion and application.'

The detailed studies of organization and management also allowed us
to examine characteristics of the system that cannot be discerns:4 in
fimding patterns alone. These findings are summarized under three
general headings: settins research agendas, disseminating and applying
results, and manning the system.

SETTING RESEARCH AGENDAS

We found that the general content and emphasis of research agendas
are shaped largely by factors external to the agencies supporting social
knowledge production and application. A variety of interests and
forces influence the selection of issues and problems on which these
agencies support research: special interest constituencies; congres-
sional concerns, often expressed in terms of statutory mandates to do
particular kinds of studies; the priorities of policy-making officials in
federal agencies; and the interests of social knowledge production and
application performers. For example, research administrators come to
know which types or topics of research are popular with the Office of
Management and Budget (0MB), congressional committees, or advo-
cacy groups, and which will attract criticism and opposition. As one
observer noted: "A vote to support a $30 million effort to cure diabetes
goes down a lot better with constituents than a vote to spend $300,000
to investigate co-insurance schemes for Medicare." Our special study
of demonstration projects showed how influential political factors are
in setting the agenda of this particular form of social knowledge
production and application (see Hayes, "Demonstrations," in Glennan
1978).

These observations are hardly surprising. Because social knowledge
production and application must be legitimized through the political
process, the participants in this process will leave their mark on
research agendas. More significant is the finding that forces bearing on
research agendas are responded to largely in ad hoc, reactive fashion.

'See Christine L Davis and Cheryl 11 Hayes. "Early Childhood: The Content and
Mantisement at Social Research and Development in Selected Federal Agencies."
hereafter cited as Davis and Hayes, "Early Childhood," ix Lynn (1978b).
sSee John M. Seidl and Chiistine L. Davis. "The Management at Social Research and
Development in Federal Health Agencies." hereafter cited as Seidl and Davis.
"Health," ix Lynn (1978b).

5
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We seldom found agency management activities that could be de-
scribed as "planning," i.e., the systematic derivation of research
agendas from an analysis of the issues or problems with which the
agency should be concerned, their "researchability." and the potential
benefits to those with a stake in research results. Although many
federal research administrators speak in terms ot' goals and plans,

detailed examination shows that these rationales are usually after the
fact; decisions on the initiation of research are largely ad hoc and

piecemeal.'
Research administrators also seldom involve the potential users of

research findings in the process of setting research agendas. Although

users represent an important constituent group and have influence in a

variety of ways, their ideas and priorities are not systematically
brought into the research planning process. Even in agencies where
research programs are directly tied to operating service programs,
there is frequently a lack of communication and cooperation between
research administrators and program management staff. Research ob.

jectives and the needs of operating programs are not often syn-
chronized; planning efforts and operational policies are poorly coordi-

nated. Research administrators who retain control over the research
purse strings are frequently unresponsive to the ideas and priorities of
the potential users of their research (see Davis and Hayes. "Early
Childhood," in Lynn 19786).

The prominent exceptions to this general finding are in such policy

areas as health and transportation, which have a strong core of science

and technology. In these areas, researchers and users of research have
similar training and professional norms and mutually support one
another (see Hayes. "Demonstrations," in Glennan 1978). Other nota-

ble exceptions are situations in which research administrators have

developed close ties with powerful congressional sponsors, trade asso-
ciations, advocacy groups, or agency policy makers in order to ensure

adequate and continuous support. Agribusiness interest groups, for

example, are particularly influential in shaping Department of Agricul-

lure research programs; they also constitute a well-informed consumer

constituency.'
There have been several attempts to involve users in research

'For a detailed account of research planning on early childhood. see Davis and Hayes.

"Early Childhood." in Lynn (1978b). The planning of health services research is

discussed in Seidl and Davis. "Health." in Lynn (19784
'See John M. Seidl. 'The Management of Social Research and Development in the

Federal Government's Living Environment Agencies." hereafter cited as Seidl, -Living

Environment." in Lynn (147111)).
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planning through conferences or periodic panel meetings. For example,
the Maternal and Child Health Service, within the Bureau of Commu-
nity Health Services in HEW, appoints "lay person-consumers" to
their panels evaluating grant applications (see Davis and Hayes.
"Early Childhood," in Lynn 1978b). On the whole, however, these
efforts fail to influence research agendas because they do not lead to
sustained communication between research administrators and user
representatives; mutual understanding rarely develops.

Coordination and Gaps in Research

Despite the fragmentation of responsibility for research in particular
policy areas, we found little evidence of duplication of effort. Funding
agencies seek assiduously to differentiate their knowledge production
and application activities from those of other agencies-4est the budget
axe fall. Rumored instances of overlap usually turn out to be cases in
which researchers from different professions or disciplines are study-
ing quite different questions under the same policy heading. When
actual or potential overlap occursoccasionally central grant adminis-
tration offices find they can assign a grant application to two or more
different offkessome basis for differentiating and compartmentaliz-
ing the related activities is usually found.

We did find that numerous aspects of large policy or problem areas
are not being adequately pursued, either because they are not per-
ceived as being specifically within the mission of any one funding
agency or because they are vaguely within the domains of more than
one agency. The problem of meeting the nutritional needs of children is
an example: the Office of Child Development (in HEW), the Maternal
and Child Health Service (within the Bureau of Community Health
Services in HEW), the Social and Rehabilitation Service (in HEW), and
the Department of Agriculture all have interests and potential respon-
%Ibility in this area. Rather than infringe on the turf of any of the others
none has taken the lead. Consequently, there is limited research on
certain aspects of the nutritional needs of children.

We also found that little coordination occurs among agencies. The
substantial efforts needed to transcend agency interests and initiate
research progams addressed to broad social problems are seldom
undertaken (see Davis and Hayes, "Early Childhood," in Lynn
1978b). Perhaps the main disincentive to such efforts is the fact that
there are no visible constituencies in Congress or the executive branch
for the results of research that cuts across the interests of several
agenciescross-cutting research. Furthermore, "oversight" insti.
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tutionsthe domestic policy staff in the White House, oho. the
central planning and budgeting offices of federal agencies, congres-
sional appropriations committees, and the General Accounting
Officecurrently devote scant attention to overcoming the forces that
discourage unified and coordinated action and dissipate the benefits
that could be realized from social knowledge production and applica-
tion programs. Our study of the management of social R&D on the
living environment has documented the ineffectiveness of oversight
institutions in promoting cross-cutting research (see Seidl, "Living
Environment," in Lynn 1978b).

In general, there is a lack of both interest in and methods for
allocating resources among competing social policy areas. Since social
problems usually encompass the missions and interests of several
federal agencies, planning would require coordinating their knowledge
production and application activities. We did find several instances of
joint funding of research programs, but these were usually well-defined
studies that were too expensive to be funded by a single agency.
Overall, we did not find any sustained cooperative planning effort to
establish program goals for social knowledge production and applica-
tion activities of interest to two or more agencies, nor a systematic
sharing and synthesis of the findings generated by different but related
agencies, nor evaluation of the research of related programs for its
applicability to the programs of different organizational entities.

An instructive exception is provided by the agencies, such as the
Bureau of the Census, that have responsibility for statistical programs.
A professional commitment to render a service and the need to share
some of the costs of data collection have led in many cases to
collaborative planning by the producing agencies and the governmental
and nongovernmental consumers of their output.

Finally, we found that little attention is given to forecasting social
problems in order to direct current social knowledge production and
application investments for geatest long-run value.

The Role of Incentives

Those in the executive and legislative branches who might encourage
better research planning share the responsibility for the defects of
agenda setting: we found few tangible incentives for systematic and
imaginative planning of social knowledge production and application.
The research administrator who ensures that new projects and renew-
als occur on schedule, that appropriated funds are spent, and that
constituencies arc satisfied will survive nicely without a plan. Estab-
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lishing a systematic research agenda takes time and qualified staff for
effective outreach to the research and user communities, and these
resources are invariably in short supply. Without incentives, research
administrators are not apt to divert scarce time and talent to activities
that can seem to be abstract exercises with little impact on the growth
or survival of their agencies.

Indeed, many of the tnanagement controls on agencies supporting
the production and use of knowledgesuch as ma clearance of
research questionnaires and field interviews, regulations on agency
staffing and promotions, and constraints on the use of grants and
contractsfrequently exacerbate the weaknesses of research adminis-
tration. The resort to management controls is a natural tendency of
those who must oversee a decentralized system with widely recurring
problems, but these controls do not offer research administrators
positive incentives for creative planning of research agendas.

DISSEMINATING ND APPLYING RESULTS
We found that among the agencies supporting social knowledge pro-
duction and application, conscious emphasis on disseminating research
results ranges from heavy to nonexistent.5 With few exceptionsof
which the most notable were in the Department of Agriculture and in
HEW (particularly the Social Security Administration, the National
Institute of Education, and parts of the National Institute of Mental
Health)we found little developed policy concerning dissemination or
applcation (see Seidl and Davis, "Health," in Lynn I978b).

Reasons for Neglect

One reason for the lack of policy is that there often is little to
disseminate and little need for dissemination efforts. Research adminis-
trators are understandably chary of pressing research results on poten-
tial users when they have doubts themselves about tither the quality of
the research or the relevance of the results.

Beyond this, two reasons appear to account for the lack of emphasis
on dissemination. First, there is little agreement inside or outside the
government concerning the appropriate federal role in disseminating
research results. In general, dissemination tends to be no one's respon-

°See Daniel H. Katz, "Survey Methodology: Rs Development, Utilization. and Poten-
tial," bonder acid as Katz. "Survey Methodology." in Stokes (19711). and Davis and
Hayes, "Early Childhood," ix Lynn (1978b).
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sibility: it is not au important aspect of the responsibilities of research
administrators or performers. Bureaucratic incentives to disseminate
findings are weak and often conflicting. Research findings may be
politically and scientifically controversial, and research managers may
be reluctant to be put into the defensive role that publishing such
results will tend to thrust on them. Moreover, management attention is
usually focused on bread-and-butter matters, such as budgets, new
projects, and renewals. The performance of research administrators is
rarely judged on whether the findings of completed research are being

disseminated.
Second, administrators with academic orientations, or those whose

research activities are academically oriented, believe they have an
automatic dissemination nit.chanism: the academic publications pro-
cess. This channel has the advantage of providing automatic quality
contro/ since academic journals presumably publish only the results of
well-done, worthwhile research endeavors. But administrators who for
some reason carnot rely on this mechanism typically have no alterna-
tive system for making research results accessible to interested audi-
ences.

Several agencies have taken steps to improve dissemination. One is
the practice of depositing approved research reports in the National
Technical Information Service (Nms), a part of the Department of
Commerce, or other research abstract or report library. Although these
computerized retrieval systems can be usefid, they present a number of
difficulties. Their coding procedures often make it difficult to locate
particular research reports. Morlover, because these systems do not
synthesize or analyze for quality or relevance, they may turn out reams
of undigested research findings that overwhelm potential users. As a
consequence, research results that are filed with rims or other similar
retrieval systems are seldom useful to federal or third-party policy
makers, who do not have the time to read and evaluate masses of
rese-e.rch reports. (They may, however, be quite useful to other re-
searchers.)

Other efforts by federal agencies to improve dissemination include
requiring researchers to prepare executive summaries of their work
and comply with other guidelines for final reports; creating dissemina-
tion offices; requiring dissemination plans from contractors and grant-
ees; and promoting new media for reporting research resultssuch as
Evaluation magazine supported by the National Institute of Mental
Health (ram) and the Technical Analysis Papers series created by the
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation in HEW.
However, such efforts have frequently been thwarted by agency or

010
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OMB hostility to expenditures for the publication of "self-serving"
agency reports, to the subsidized distribution of materials, or to
publication of politically sensitive findings.

Sense of Audience

In general, we found little evidence that research administrators have a
clear sense of the appropriate audience for the research they support,
even when they have definite expectations that findings will be pub-
lished. Exceptions include instances when constituency pressures,
communicated through Congress, take the form of specific mandates to
"study and report" or when research needs are highly focused and
insistent. Other exceptions occur when research has been under way
for some time and earlier results have been disseminated and used, or
when research is within the mainstream of a discipline or profession.
As examples of the last, social R&D efforts supported by agencies of
the Department of Agriculture and the Department of Transportation
have well-developed audience networks. Researchers and users are
frequently members of the same profession and view problems from
similar perspectives; they share a common language and frame of
reference, and they subscribe to the same professional journals and are
on the same mailing lists (see Seidl, "Living Environment," in Lynn
1978b, and Hayes, "Demonstrations," in Glennan 1978).

When polled informally in our daza survey, research managers
frequently indicated that "everyone" was the audience. When
pressed, many indicated that good results will generate their own
audience or expressed reluctance to accept what they regard as an
unduly restricted view of who will be interested in the work. The
management studies confirm the existence of gaps between the re-
searcher and the policy maker or other potential user. Researchers
seldom begin by asking: What questions are potential users interested
in? What are their intellectual and political perspectives? How are they
likely to view research results? How should that affect what I do?
Neither their training nor the norms of their profession prepare them to
raise and answer such questions.°

As a result, a specific sense of audience seldom develops, even for
research that is unquestionably considered applied research. This
sense is particularly important in knowledge production or application
activities that are tied to operatini programs or directed to policy:
'For a discussion of the pp between policy makers and mearchers in the Environmen-
bd Protection Agency and the Department of Housing and Urban Development, see
Seidl, "Living Environment," ite Lynn (1978b).
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research that lacks a clearly specified audience frequently fails to be
relevant to the needs of any audience. (A sense of audience is less
cnicial for knowledge production and application efforts that explore
broad problem areas or seek fundamental advances in the knowledge
and methods of the social sciences.)

Our study of demonstrations underscores the importance of a sense
of audience in applied R&D activities. By our definitions, policy-
formulation demonstrations test in an operational setting the political
and administrative effectiveness of a particular mode of intervention on
some social problem; they are meant to show federal policy makers
whether and how a program should be implemented. Policy-
implementation demonstrations are used to promote the adoption or
adaptation of a particular program by federal policy makers, state or
local policy makers, or practitioners. Demonstrations can be particu-
larly effective in communicating with potential users because they are
far more real and credible than written research reports; they can show
not only that a program works effectively but how it works. Roth
policy-formulation and policy-implementation demonstrations are
clearly applied endeavors, yet we found that those who manage dem-
onstration projects are rarely alert to the needs of the wider audience
they are meant to influence (see Hayes, "Demonstrations," in German
1978).

Excessive Project Orientation

Little effort is devoted to synthesizing research knowledge or seeing
the results or particular research projects as net additions to an existing
body of knowledge. Aside from reviews of the liteniture, few efforts
are made to determine how much is known about a given problem or
issue from a comprehensive and interdisciplinary perspective. Project
findings are disseminated with little attempt to place them a substan-
tive or intellectual context.'

The incentives that produce fragmentation and ad hoc, reactive
decisions on research priorities clearly operate here as well. Incentives
for a more effective synthesis of existing knowledge are rarely supplied
by oversight institutions or tbe governmental users of research results.

!Far a notabk recent exception. set George et al. (1975), prepared for the Commission
Oa the Organisation of the Government for the Conduct of Foreign Policy. "By
necessity." the authors note. "the present study has had to formulaic an eclectic
framework ot its own within which to discuss and evaluate the many different kinds of
findings and theories that are relevant to one or another aspect of the overallproblem of
improving the use of informatioo in foreign policy decision making" (p. 7).
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Those who must make short-term, incremental decisions on policies
and progams do not look for fundamental insights on social function-
ing and human behavior. A policy process concerned with negotiating
incremental changes to statutory authorities, budgets, and regulations
generates no more than a weak demand for-broad syntheses of knowl-
edge.

Understanding the Process of Change

Research administrators rarely have a good understanding of the ways
in which change occurs and innovations are adopted. In this they are in
good company. Systematic studies of change, in particular of planned
change, are of relatively recent origin and this type of research has for
the most part focused on practitioners rather than policy makers. For
example, "decision determinants analysis," pioneered by the Mental
Health Services Utilization Branch of NIMH, assists mental health
centers to assess their readiness to adopt changes in approach or
practice.° Moreover, most studies of the process of change and the
diffusion of innovation have been :-.c.ncerned with technological ad-
vances rather than with social developments.° It is especially striking
how often those who are concerned with the dissemination of research
findings substitute a faith that good research will find its audience for
systematic understanding into the process of change.

The Role of Knowledge Brokers

Federal research administrators and researchers are frequently isolated
from the policy process. Immersed in the research enterprise, they are
often unaware of the needs of policy makers, wary or cynical about
"polities," and unaccustomed to communicating in nontechnical
terms. Frequently there is a similar gulf between researchers and
program managers. We noted considerable tension between program
officials, who felt they received little help from research, and research
administrators, who were weary of anti-intellectual program managers
and their demands for how-to-do-it manuals.

The past several years have seen wide use of knowledge brokers in
the federal government to bring social scientists and policy makers

°See Howard R. Davis and Susan E. Salasin. "Suengthenins the Contribution of Social
R&D to Policy Making." hereafter cited as Davis and Salasin, "Strengthenins Social
R&D," in Lynn (1978a).
Tor an important =Cat exception. see the RAND study of educational 111DOVittiOn

commissioned by the Office of Education. Berman and McLaughlin (1974).
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closer together. Knowledge brokers ideally function by dealing, on the
one hand, with producers of knowledge. providing information on the
needs of policy makers, and, on the other, with policy makers, the
users, to whom they provide knowledge from the research community.
They can greatly assist in bridging the gaps and breaking down the
hostility between researchers, program managers, federal policy mak-
ers, and third-party users. In several agencies, research administrators
described to us their ties to policy makers in terms of their relationships
with the knowledge brokers in the department's planning and policy
offices. Knowledge brokers typically are articulateabout both research
and policy issues, though their sympathies are apt to lie with the policy
makers. Although hard to document, our impression is that effective
brokerage improves the content of internal departmental and agency
communications as well as the relations between researchers and
policy makers. In addition, research brokers provide a main line of
communication between the departments, the White House, oma, and

Congress.3°
The Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation

(AsPE) in HEW provides a prime example of a relatively well-
institutionalized departmental research brokerage function. The assis-
tant secretary serves as an adviser to the secretary in the innermost
circle of the departmental decision-making process. Usually from an
academic background, or at least well-respected by the research com-
munity, the assistant secretary is aided by a staff with academic
training and analytical capabilities. The fiscal and staff resources of the
office are primarily devoted to coltecting and analyzing data pertaining
to social problems that are already acknowledged and accepted, al-
though some portion of their work may be directed toward forecasting
and defining future policy or program concerns. ASPE participates in
decisions on ongoing programs within the department or new program

initiatives, the implementation of policies mandated by Congress or the
President, and policy recommendations to Congress or the President
generated within the department. Occasionally, a command of spe-
cialized knowledge resources casts this office in the role of final arbiter
of particular policies or at least gives it substantial veto power (see
Seidl and Davis, "Health," in Lynn 19713b).

A comparison of the federal government's organization charts of
1965 with those of 1975 shows the rapid institutionalization of research
brokerage at the agency and subdivision levels. Central offices of

For a general review of recent developments in knowledge brokerage. see James L.
Sundquist. "Research Brokerage: The Weak Link." hereafter cited as Sundquist.
"Research Brokerage." in Lynn (19711a).
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planning and analysis have been created in four major federal depart-
ments as part of the drive to implement the Program Planning Budget
System (PPas) throughout government. The Council of Economic
Advisers in the Executive Office of the President and the director of
Agricultural Economics in the Department of Agriculture are other
examples of the institutionalization of knowledge brokerage in the
executive branch.

The current use of knowledge brokers, however, is highly varied
across the government, primarily because of the varied importance of
the planning and policy analysis activities that comprise their major
function. Where these activities are influential in decision making, the
brokerage function tends to be well developed. There arc, however,
few federal departments and agencies with strong planning and analysis
offices. Where such offices do not exist, the brokerage function or
position may exist without real influence and access to the highest
policy officials. The success of the brokerage function is therefore
largely dependent on how effectively program planning is managed: if
there is an orderly policy-planning process, knowledge brokers can
channel research information to policy makers and information on
policy needs to researchers.

In Congress, the fragmentation of decision making complicates the
organization of research brokerage, but also makes it essential. Re-
sponsibility for policy and program development is fragmented among
numerous committees and subcommittees. To relieve the process of
trying to build the necessary analysis and brokerage capacity subcom-
mittee by subcommittee, there has been a move to centralize these
functions in support agencies that are politically neutral. Hence, the
Congressional Research Service within the Library of Congress, the
Office of Technology Assessment, the General Accounting Office, and
the Congressional Budget Office are coming to serve the congressional
policy maker in a role broadly analogous to that of brokers in the
executive branch. The full potential of these organizations to influence
and help shape congressional deliberations has yet to be realized.

MANAGING THE SYSTEM

Our background studies focused on three problems of administrative
practice that are common to the system of social knowledge production
and applicatiom staffing; stability of funding; and the choice of
appropriate instruments of research support, an issue that reaches
beyond the traditional alternatives of grants and contracts.

GO
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Patterns of Stoffing

Frequent turnovers among high-level decision makers affect the quality
and coherence of programs of social knowledge production and appli-
cation as well as the morale of other staff members. Indeed, both
researchers and program staff frequently observed that research
priorities are constantly shifting, agencies are continually being reor-
ganized, and those in leadership posts rarely occupy their positions
long enough to develop good working relationships with people in the
field. Overall, the lack of stability among high-level departmental and
agency officials has caused a serious instability in programs.

Midlevel staffing patterns in agencies that support social knowledge
production and application also have significant effects on the way that
research programs are funded and managed. In many instances, re-
search administrators are expected to perform broad planning and
management functions without adequate staff to do the job. This
reflects a far more general difficulty of federal staffing as the govern-
ment has been given new and expanded responsibilities in recent
decades. It is .-triking to note that, although the overall federal budget
has increased dramatically since 1948, the number of federal em-
ployees has been remarkably stable."

The consequences of labor-scarce environments are readily apparent
in the planning, monitoring, and analysis of knowledge production and
application activities, including in-house research." In most cases, the

same staff members are responsible for designing and generating new
projects and for overseeing ongoing projects. As a result, there appears
to be a tradeoff between planning and monitoring functions that tends
to leave one or the other neglected. This observation echoes the
findings of another committee of the National Research Council, which
evaluated the programs of the Office of Manpower Research and
Development (ohm) of the Department of Labor. 'rhe committee
concluded that constraints on the staffing level of OMRD. imposed by
OMB, had caused a decline in competence and left the office incapable
of deriving maximum benefit from its R&D expenditures (National
Research Council 1975).

Agency monitoring is overly routinized in quarterly and semiannual
reporting requirements that are costly and time-consuming for inves-
tigators and do not necessarily enhance the quality of project results. In

"In 1948 there were slightly more than 2.0 million federal employees; in 1977 there were
slightly less than 2.8 million (Office of Management and Budget 1976).
"See Richard Collins Davis, "Staffing Patterns in Social R&D Agencies." hereafter

cited as R. C. Davis. "Staffing." im Glennan (1978).
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addition, the effects of staff shortages have resulted in an enforced
neglect of the policy implications of the research that is supported and
in constraints on the capacity to disseminate research results and to
develop or promote practice in the field (see R. C. Davis, "Staffing,"
ia Glennan 1978).

Congress and oma have responded to requests for more adequate
staffing by instead prescribing stricter controls to be used by the
agencies supporting research. This sort of "controlism" has involved
an increasing use of contracts rather than grants, demands for better
justification for staff increases, and more attention to Civil Service
requirements (see R. C. Davis, "Staffing," in Glennan 1978). In gen-
end, however, the combined effects of Civil Service restrictions on
recruiting and personnel ceilings imposed by me have created barriers
to filling key staff positions with qualified experts. The length of time
needed to hire desirable personnel at higher levels was frequently cited
as the reason for having lost prospective employees to other jobs. In
many cases, less-qualified personnel have been hired because of Civil
Service point preferences and register classifications. Established to
ensure equity in federal hiring practices, Civil Service regulations are
generally insensitive to the staffing needs of agencies that support social
knowledge production and application.

Stability of Funding

Agencies supporting social knowledge production and application fre-
quently are subject to highly uncertain and unstable funding. Erratic
and excessive increases and decreases in funding levels distort re-
search management and decision making and jeopardize the coherence
and quality of programs. Although sudden budget increases are seldom
cited as a problem by research administrators, such increases fre-
quently do create severe management difficulties. We found that the
quality and usefulness of research activities suffer if budget resources
exceed the capacity of an agency staff to manage them carefully.
Because of the inevitable emphasis on spending money before spend-
ing authority is lost, decisions concerning which problems should be
researched and which investigators should be chosen are made hur-
riedly and with insufficient care. If staff resources are inadequate,
management and monitoring of new projects, as well as of ongoing
wojects, suffer. Moreover, increased budgets often bring new con-
stituents, who add to the political and bureaucratic pressures on
research administrators.

The problems of unscheduled poverty are more familiar. When
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sudden funding cutbacks occur, research managers must inevitably
make controversial decisions concerning how to distribute the pain.
Pressures from researchers, advisory boards, and a variety a con-
stituent groups come into play. Both staff and researcher morale
usually deteriorate, and the quality of research management suffers.
Rather than causing a reduction in low-priority research, suddenly or
sharply imposed cutbacks may jeopardize the coherence and stability

of an agency's entire program."
Substantial unexpected funding cutbacks can be particularly detri-

mental to the management efforts of large agencies; they force the
administrative mechanism to halt while the staff do a total replanning
that is costly in time and attention. Reductions arealso destructive of
the innovative efforts of agency staff, who are discouraged by the poor
prospect of being able to carry out existing plans.

Overall, uncertainty surrounding the funding levels of agencies sup-
porting social knowledge production and application is detrimental to
the quality and usefulness of research products. Seidl and Davis
("Health," in Lynn 1978b) identified this uncertainty as a significant
problem for several of the agencies responsible for health services
research; it discourages strategic planning efforts and contributes to
the politically inspired search for the most "salable" research propos-
als. This, in turn, leads to unrealistically high expectations of agency
administrators, as well as of Congress, about project outcomes. When
these expectations are dashed, the agency's credibility is jeopardized
and further instability results.

Uncertain budgets (and late appropriations) also hamper the award-
ing of grants and contracts. Requests for proposals and grant an-
nouncements take time to prepare, and proposals take time to review.
When levels of funding are uncertain, the planning and conduct of
competitions are impaired. Moreover, unstable and uncertain patterns
of fowling are a barrier to long-term commitments with research
performers, even when it seems likely that the quality and usefulness of
the results would be enhanced by a long-term commitment.

Choosing Instruments of Support

Mthough some agencies are restlicted to grants, for most agencies the
choke among alternative instruments of support is a function of
research management. Decisions on whether or not a request for
proposal (aFP) is to be issued and what it will contain must be made

ince the concluding paper by Laurence E. Lynn, Jr.. in Lynn (19711b).
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before investigators are selected. Our management studies sought to
identify factors that influence decisions concerning which mech-
anismgrant or contractto use. Beyond this, we attempted, though
less systematically, to understand the rationale for, and the role of,
an intramural research capability.

There is no consistent pattern of grant and contract use throughout
the federal government. Some agencies use contracts almost entirely,
others rely exclusively on gnents, while still others use some mix of the
two. Traditionally, grants have been used to provide general support
for researchers seeking new knowledge and new methods of obtaining
knowledge; they have typically been awarded on the basis of the
scientific merit of performer-initiated proposals. Contracts have been
used when a sponsor has a specifiable product and wants to hold the
nerformer accountable for producing it; they have been awarded on the
basis of cost and responsiveness to agency specifications.'4 The diver-
sity we found, however, cannot be explained by consistent differences
in the specificity of the knowledge being sought or in the need to hold
researchers accountable to the funding source.

The use of contracts, rather than grants, has increased significantly
in recent years, in part in response to ow and other demands for
accountability. Since grants are usually awarded to universities while
contracts, especially competitive ones, are typically won by research
consulting rums, the increased use of contracts to ensure accountabil-
ity has fueled the growth of a relatively new performer sector
comprised mainly of for-profit and nonprofit consulting finnsthat
operates outside the norms and constraints of the academic research
community. Indeed, the pressure that the use of contracts has put on
the. academic community is most clearly seen in the number of
university-based researchers who ,have formed their own consulting
firms in order to bid on, win, and execute competitively awarded
contracts.

This change in the performer sector has advantages. It has provided
access to federal support by many researchers who arc outside the
traditional university settiwz and who tend to have a more broadly
interdisciplinary and problem-oriented focus. But it has disadvantages
as well. The growth of for-profit and nonprofit consulting firms has
created significant problems of quality control. Awards are not always
made to the most competent firms, largely because the competitive

"For an elabotadon of the historical context for these practices, see Thomas K.
Gkanan. Jr., and Mark A. Abramson. ''Gants and Contracts Policies far Social
Research and Development," hereafter cited as Gknnan and Abramson. "Grants and
Cecinas," in Glenna (1978).
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bidding process tends to put greater emphasis on skillfully written
proposals than on research competence and quality research products.
Concern is often yoked about the fraction of total staff time many
consulting firms devote to surveying nvPs and writing proposals (see
Glennan and Abramson, "Grants aikd Contracts," in Glennan 1978).

Because of recent innovations hi research management, the tradi-
tional distinctions between grants and .contracts are rapidly fading:
contracts can be loosely structured and awarded in response to unso-
licited proposals; grants can be tightly written with requirements for
the delivery of specified products and awarded on the basis of narrowly
defined competitions.'s As support arrangements have become more
adaptive, grants and contracts can be used virtually interchangeably.
But research administrators vary widely in their awareness of this
flexibility (see Glennan and Abramson, "Grants and Contracts," in
Glennan 1978 and Davis and Hayes, "Early Childhood," in Lynn
19781,), and in many agencies standard operating procedure still dic-
tates the choice among alternative instruments of support.

Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to assume that the choice of
instruments does not matter: contracts imply a concern for the per-
former's accountability; grants imply a respect for the peiformer's
autonomy and initiative. The symbolic meaning of these methods can
be important in agencyperformer communications and to the reputa-
tion of the research agency (see Glennan and Abramson, "Grants and
Contracts," in Glennan 1978). But the crucial need is to reach a sound
decision on whether and how planning, problem selection, and re-
search design are to be shared between the supporting agency and the
research investigator. Methods of support can then be flexibly adapted
to these decisions.

Our study did not include a systematic investigation of the intramural
research capabilities of agencies that support social knowledge produc-
tion and application, but we believe that such a capability offers several
advantages in the case of research meant to address specified program
or policy needs. In-house researchers tend to understand the needs and
priorities of an agency better than outsiders do. When research is done
externally, the definition of problems to be researched and the design
of work to be undertaken seem to fall entirely either to the funder or to
the investigator. When research is done in-house, there is often better
communication and coordination between those who might use the
results of the work and those who pmform it. Hence, an intramural
research capability can enhance the likelihood of an agency's using the

"See Linda Ingram. "The 'Best' Social Research:Who Does It and Who Funds IV." in
Lynn (1978b).
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results of the research it supports. Indeed, when knowledge production
and application activities are conducted in-house, there is a greater
tendency on the part of agency decision makers to regard them as a
legitimate and valuable part of ongoing administrative activities and
programs. We have found this to be true of the Social Security
Administration, Naar, and the Department of Agricuhure's Economic
Research Service, the primary supporters of intramural knowledge
production end application activities (see Seidl and Davis, "Health,"
in Lynn 1978b).

Our review of instruments of support again highlighted the extent to
which administrators focus on individual research projects rather than
on programs of research or on broad knowledge production efforts.
The heart of the research management process is committing funds,
and this task typically revolves around decisions concerning the sup-
port of individual projects. This focus is to some degree inevitable:
research projects are the research administrator's units of work, for
which he or she can be held specifically accountable. They have a
reality and meaning that the cumulative result of many pieces of
research performed at different times and in different places may not.

Although research administrators are typically project-oriented, we
did find a few instances of support for broader programs of research.
including cooperative agreements between research agencies and per-
former institutions, prowam announcements and priorities statements,
and research programs shaped by strong direction. It is clearly possible
to depart from the pattern of project-by-project decision making,
although it is seldom done (see Katz, "Survey Methodology," in
Stokes 1978). The most significant departures are the few instances in

which agencies have provided level-of-effort funding to problem-
oriented research institutions. The Air Force's Project RAND and fed-
eral grants to create and sustain the Urban Institute and the Institute
for Research on Poverty are examples of efforts to support research in
broad problem areas over relatively long periods of time. Most of the
evidence of our study, however, pointed to the systematic discourage-
ment and erosion of this method of support by federal management and
budget officials, as well as by policy analysis and program development
offices. With their "what has this study done for me" orientation, most
of these officials regard institutional support, which has longer time
horizons and a broader problem focus, with suspicion or active hostil-
ity. Hence, funding agencies have given little attention to the potential
of such arrangements in the recent past.
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CONCLUSIONS

Our detailed studies of the system of federal support for social knowl-
edge production and application reinforce the evidence of the decen-
tralized character of the system. A vast array of departments, agencies,
bureaus, offices, and divisions support research and development
activities on a variety of interrelated social problems. The principal
findings of our studies of how the system is organized and managed can
be grouped in three broad clusters: setting research agendas, dis-
seminating and applying results, and managing the system.

Setting research agendas is a largely reactive process, and examples
of systematic planning are rare. Although there is almost no duplication
of research effort between agencies, there are very few cases of
agencies with overlapping responsililities establishing research
priorities through coordinated planning. Hence, there are important
problems that fall in the gaps between agencies, and little attention is
given to identifying and planning reseanth on emerging problems. The
incentives for planning are generally weak and inconsistent.

More effective application f knowledge is hampered by doubts as to
the quality or relevance of research, the lack of developed policies on
the dissemination and use of research findings, and little sense of the
appropriate audience for particular research results. An excessive
focus on the results of individual projects discourages synthesis of
knowledge from several projects or other sources. Research adminis-
trators have a limited understanding of how new information can foster
innovation and change. The recent past has seen a wider use of
knowledge brokers in the federal government to bridge the gap be-
tween policy makers and the research community.

The management of the system is handicapped by the rapid turnover
of leadership at the highest level of government and by arbitrary staff
ceilings and unresponsive hiring policies for agencies that support
social knowledge production and application. Uncertainties of funding
are a pervasive problem; the quality of a research program can be
harmed by unforeseen prosperity as well as by unscheduled poverty.
The choice of instniments of support is too often a matter of standard
operating procediue that fails to take advantage of the flexibility
available to the research administrator and to press the possibility of
supporting programs with longer time perspectives and a broader
problem focus.



A Perspectives on
ell Federal Support for

Knowledge Production
and Applicafion

Our review of the budget and management of federal support in
Chapters 2 and 3 facilitates a greater understanding of the current
system and the ways it might be improved. Some of the recom-
mendations in Chapter 5 flow from findings already presented; indeed,
some are implied by the language we have used. But our review also
gave us some fresh perspectives on the links of research to action on
social problems and the diversity of the federal investment in social
knowledge. Hence, this chapter presents a new way of thinking about
the system of federal supponabout the diversity of the federal role,
the linkage of research to government, and the audience for social
knowledge production and applicationbefore we present our recom-
mendations in Chapter 5.

THE NATURE OF GOVERNMENT

Three major characteristics of government create much of the difficulty
in linking research and the policy process: the necessarily political
character of goveniment: the need for governmen4 to act on incomplete
information; and the short time perspective typical in government.
Undesstanding these characteristics is important in developing recom-
mendations for strengthening the system of federal support for the
production and application of knowledge of social problems.

54
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The Political Character of Government

The policy process in government is inherently political. There is no
disparagement in this observation; on the contrary, the policy process
legitimately resolves conflicts among competing interests. If stabill7las
farm income requires higher food prices in the marketplace, the trade-
off between the two requires a political judgment. Only a political
process can legitimately make that judgment.

Conflicts are present in a policy areas, but they are especially
marked in social policy. Indeed, a problem tends to be ealled "social"
if there are sharp conflicts among interests or values. Putting a man on
the moon could be seen as overwhelmingly a technological problem,
but "the problem of our cities," which also has a large technological
component, is far more likely to be seen as a social issue, became of
the conflicting interests and values that are involved.

Government decisions on the $upport and application of research are
not exempt from the political process. Research administrators, a
critical subcommunity of government, live in a very political environ-
ment; most federal research programs are deeply enmeshed in
bureaucratic, special interest, and legislative politics. There are
numerous and diverse pressures on research managers from sources
such as departmental officials, ow and the White ligNze, congres-
sional committees, and organized interest groups.

These pressures, detailed in our management studies (Glennan 1978,
Lynn 1978b), lead to knowledge production and application activities
in a variety of political contexts.

R&D programs have been started as symbolic acts intended to
demonstrate national concern for particular social problems. The ac-
tivities recently initiated in the Alcohol, Dnis Abuse, and Mental
Health Administration on rspe and its prevention and on the family and
television violence were intended to demonstrate national concern for
important social problems.

R&D activities have been undertaken as a means of initiating a
reform when there is no consensus on a proposed program. Thus, the
income maintenance experiments were undertaken after an initiative
toward a national income maintenance program was turned aside by
President Jolmson. More recently, a senator succeeded in leading
Congress to adopt legislation providing resources for a large experi-
ment with housing allowancesafter failing to persuade his colleagues
to institute a national housing allowance program.

R&D activities have sometimes been a compromise between
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pOralCid opponents who are unable to resolve their differences. The
current evaluation of compensatory education programs by the Na-
tional Institute of Edumtion was agreed to by competing congessional
factions seeking to change the formula for the dial ibution of compen-
satory education funds.

R&D activities have been initiated to provide grounds for delaying
action. This is true of current efforts to zxamine the effects of various
requirements of the proposed Federal Interagency Child Care Stand-
ards. Sometimes, program evaluations are initiated to forestall large
increases in funding for politically popular programs.

R&D progams have been initiated when the federal government is
kept from taking direct action by the division of functions among levels
of government. Federally funded R&D in education has been aimed at
goals, such as improving programs for the disadvantaged or training
future scientists, that the federal government cannot pursue directly
because responsibility for education lies with the states and their local
units of government.

In contrast to the policy process, research is inherently apolitical in
the sense that it cannot resolve the value conflicts at the heart of the
policy process. Research may clarify these differences and widen or
narrow the area of disageement by showing the likely consequences of
policy choices, but research cannot show why one set of values or in-

terests should be preferred to another.
There is no way to depoliticize the support of research and the use of

its results, but effective strategies for acquiring and using research
results can take account of the political nature of the policy process.
There must be effective political support both for the production of
knowledge on social problems and for its application by governmental
and other users.

The Need to Act on Incomplete Information

Related to the political character of government is its need to act on
incomplete information. Evidence about the nature of social problems
or the consequences of alternative social policies will never be exhaus-
tive. Those who reach decisions through the policy process should
indeed mustmake decisions on limited information.

The need to act on incomplete information is unavoidable and is not
simply the result of neglect in building an information base for action.
In fact, attempts to strengthen such a base are more likely to succeed if
there is a realistic understanding of what research cannot do. Govern-
ment deals with extraordinarily complex social problems, and any
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=dor policy will be based on many assumptions about individual or
group behavior. Research can increase knowledge about the validity of
those assumptions, but it can never confirm them all.

This can be illustrated by some of the recent large-scale social
experiments undertaken by government. The income maintenance
experiments in New Je Tsey and Pennsylvania wme a major assault on a
key question about a "negative income tax" plan: whether poor people
with jobs would go on working if a negative income tax gave them a
guaranteed minimum income. The experiment was designed to see
whether the members of several hundred poor families, chosen ran-
domly in five cities, wo:Ild stop working when they were eligible for a
negative income tax. Few did.

But many uncertainties remained. Did the result depend on special
characteristics of the experimental situation? Since this was a small
sampk, neighboring hunilies were rarely enrolled: would the responses
have differed if the plan were universal and publicly advertised? The
participants knew the experiment would last only three years: would
their behavior have been different if this had been a permanent pro-
gram? The experiment was carried out in small cities: would the effect
have been different in other types of communities?

Questions such as these are now being explored in experiments that
have followed the initial effort in New Jersey. For example, part of the
experiment with housing allowances being supported by the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development involves an entire city,
which may make a critical additional contribution to what is known.
But the need to act on incomplete evidence will remain. If the federal
government were to try to study all of the factors in this and other
social programs, the research capacity of the country would soon be
swamped and the government would lose the will to act.

This reality leads to a further observation of considerable impor-
tance: since research is a limited resource, effective strategies of social
knowledge production and application should consider the ways it can
count most. Knowledge based on good research can be costly, and the
research community at any time has a limited capacity to produce it.
Investments in research should therefore be based on an understanding
of the diversified ways that knowledge obtained from this investment
can strengthen the nation's capacity to see and deal with its social
problems.

The Time Perspective of Government

A third characteristic of the policy process is its short time perspective,
a perspective much briefer than the life of major social issues. This is
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partly a matter of the brief tenure of office of leading participants. The
average stay of cabinet secretaries is about two years; the average of
undersecretaries and assistant secretaries is even shorter. The short
time perspective is also partly due to constitutional and statutory
constraints. The biennial cycle of elections is uppermost in the minds
of members of Congress, especially representatives; sessions of Con-
gress are briefer still. The budget process, .which controls many of the
planning and evaluative efforts of government, still follows an annual
cycle.

For these reasons, the time perspective of policy makers is short.
Their demands for knowledge arc often immediate. Policy does not
wait for relevant knowledge to become available. Under the pressure
of events and constithencies, legislation is passed, programs started,
regulations and guidelines written, and funds authorized, appropriated,
and spentwhether or not relevant analysis and research findings are
in place. Indeed, the process often operates in reverse. The systematic
accumulation of knowledge on a scale appropriate to a problem may
not begin until policies and programs are enacted. Once in operation,
new programs legitimize the large-scale expenditure of funds for re-
search. This was tnie, for example, of research on health care, which
followed the enactment of Medicare and Medicaid legislation in the
1960s. The same was true of research on income maintenance, en-
vironmental protection, and energy development.

But if the time perspective of the policy process is short, the life
expectancy of mg* social problems is not. Very few of the problems
of our society are solved in a single season or by a single action; on the
contrary, policies to deal with them arc fashioned incrementally over
time in a series of partial measures. And as perceptions of a problem
change over time, so do policy solutions. For example, the federal role
in the financing of health care for the poor has been debated for four
decades: important steps, including the Kerr-Mills Act, Medicaid, and
Medicare, have been taken, but the debate goes on and further de-
velopments are virtually certain. And the importance of the turnover of
participants in the policy process should not be exaggerated; the
careers of some members of Congress and civil servants are as long-
lived as the social problems they face. Members of key congressional
committees or subcommittees may hold their posts for many years.

These observations suggest that effective strategies for the produc-
tion and application of knowledge will need to have varied time
perspectives. Some production and application of knowledge should be
able to respond to the very short-run needs of government. But the
brief cycles of the policy process can be seen as epicycles within a
much broader movement of social problems through the stages of

7
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recognition, debate, and partial solution over a period of years or
decades. Longer perspectives open the possibility of also supporting
lines of research that require longer time for a significant return.

Research needs time. Even a next research step into the unknown
will take some time; more ambitious ventures will require more time,
and the amount will be harder to predict. The development of a
research-based understanding of social problems may be the product of
many studies over many years, or even decades, rather than of a few
studies in a year or two. In particular, research on Changes in individual
or group behavior may require a long time. Years are needed to find the
answers to such questions as the effect of lower prices on medical care
utilization or the effect of a guaranteed minimum income on participa-
tion in the labor force. If one traces the length of time it takes to
develop the ideas and methods that underlie a particular program of
research, an even longer time horizon emerges. For example, the
models that were deployed in the negative income tax experiments
evolved out of a generation of theoretical and empirical work by
economists concerned with labor force behavior.' The sample designs
used in these experiments were based on statistical concepts developed
over the previous three decades.

Short-nm, event-forced policy making may keep the value of long-
term research from being recognized. The current participants in the
policy process, whose predecessors did not leave them with a firm base
of information, are understandably preoccupied with their immediate
information needs rather than with laying a firmer base for their
successors. The farther in the future the results of research, the smaller
its current constituency. Policy making is concerned with current
issues and problems. Policy makers with short time horizons would
rather commit resources to obtain immediate help than invest in an
uncertain future in which they may play no part. The need to devise
ways of supporting longer-term research is therefore an unresolved
issue of the federal investment in knowledge of social problems.

A recognition of the tensions between the policy making and the
research process has helped to reorganize our thinking about linking
government and research. Better policies and institutional arrange-
ments are needed to balance the inherently political, event-forced,
short-run perspectives of the policy process with a research process
that needs political support, the effective deployment of a scarce
resource, and time.

'See W. Joseph Heffernan. Jr.. "Social Science Research and the Artkulation of a
Neptive Income Tax Poky." hereafter cited u Heffernan. "Negative income Tax." In
Stokes (19710.
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DIVERSITY IN THE FEDERAL INVESTMENT

A key to this balance is diversity in the federal investment in knowl-
edge of social problems. There is more diversity in the present invest-
ment than is commonly recognized, and it is useful to describe more
clearly the extent and nature of the variation. We believe that an
explicit portfolio approachmatching different policies to different
types of investmentcan strengthen the system of federal support.

To describe more clearly the diversity of the present system, we
have found it useful to think of a support-and-application "loop" that is
closed when research supported with federal funds leads to knowledge
that is applied by governmental or nongovernmental users. This loop
has two arcs, one representing the setting of research agendas and the
support of the work, the other representing the dissemination and
application of the knowledge gained by research. There is remarkable
variety in support-and-application loopsin the length of time needed
to close the loop, in how easily applications can be foreseen when the
research is supported, and in the range of application a line of research
will yield.

This variety was evident in the work examined by our background
studies. In some of the federally supported studies prompted by policy
or program needs, there are close ties between the planning and
support of research, on the one hand, and the application of its results,
on the other. If the Social Security Administration wants to improve its
estimate of the number of people who will continue to work rather than
draw benefits after the age at which they are entitled to social security,'
it launches a study of movements into and out of payment status and
uses the results in its actuarial calculation.

But in other research, especially studies that are intended to gain a
broader understanding of social problems or to expand the basic
knowledge or methods of social science, the ties between support and
application may be much longer-term and varied and difficult to
forecast. A study of the rise of modern demography noted that the
mathematical studies of self-renewal in human and other populations,
which were carried out before and after the First World War, formu-
lated equilibrium models of population increase that allow the inter-
connections of age composition, fertility, and mortality to be spelled
out.'

But it was not until after the Second World War that this work was
used by demovsphers to deviie methods for drawing sound inferences

'See Pinsk W. Nommen, "A Partial View or the Develop:teat of American Demos-
NOWA the Late 1960a," hereafter cited as Notestein, "Desnopaphy," in Stokes (19711).
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from the very defective data of many less developed countries. This
work did much to alert both the United States government and the
governments of the nations involved to the great potential for rapid
population growth in the less developed world with its attendant need
for food governmental services, and productive equipment. Realiza-
tion of the scope of these needs has been the most important factor
fostering the policies desisned to reduce human fertility that have been

adopted by governments ruling more than three-quarters of the popula-

tion in the less developed world. The same work, of course, underlies
in a sense much of the methodological advance that has permitted an
understanding ri; the ways in which changed fertility and mortality in
the United States will affect social and economic life in future decades.
The eventual return from the investment in the original work was
substantial, but the varied loops of support and application followed
long and uncertain paths before they were closed.

The distinction between these cases, once it is explicit, may seem
obvious, yet the tendency to overlook it blurs current discussion of
federal policy on the support and application of research on social

problems. This is starkly evident if one considers the extraordinarily
varied meanings of "policy relevance." All a the following tests are at
times associated with the term by those who use it:3

Have the findings of this research helped to solve the problem to

which it is directed?
Have the findings of this research been incorporated into social

policies or programs intended to ameliorate the problem?
Have the findings of this research been analyzed and discussed by

someone influential in the policy process?
Are the findings of this research potentially relevant to a current

policy debate?
Are the findings of this research potentially relevant to future

policy debates?
Has this research shed light on the nature of a social problem or

condition or on how society or its members function?
Has this research contributed to the formulation, design, and

conduct ot other research, the findings of which will be hclpful in the

making of current or future policy?
Does this research advance an intellectual discipline that may help

to ameliorate social problems?

anis variety is a =dor theme of our companion essays on policy relevance. These tests

are draws from Laurence E. Lynn. Jr.. '"Ibe Question of Relevance," in Lynn (1978a).

7.3
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Does this research have scientific merit in the opinion of qualified
?* vial scientists?

These varied meanings of "policy relevance" reflect different links
between the production and application of knowledge. We believe that
au appreciation of such differences can help in framing policies that will
bring knowledge more effectively to bear on social problems.

The key to these differences is the length, predictability, and single-
ness of the loop of knowledge production and application that links the
initial support of research with its eventual use. In the study of those
entitled to payments under the social security system, a single loop
between production and application was clearly foreseen and im-
mediately closed. But in the studies of population renewal, the multiple
links between the first mathematical models and the applications to
public policy were very long run and very largely unforeseen. Indeed,
in the latter case, the original work was for a considerable period
almost completely forgotten.

These differences can also be described by whether the information
sought by research, and applied from research, is in a given period the
sank . In the social security example, the answer was yes: the govern-
ment saw what it needed and procured and applied itall in a brief
interval. In the demographic example, the answer was no: the scientific
knowledge applied by our own government, by other governments, by
international agencies, and by many private organizations and indi-
viduals had been produced years before its use; the eventual users
played no part in the original investment. And today, the federal
government continues to support basic demographic research that may
lead to further applications in future years.

LINKAGE MODELS
In light. of these differencesin the length, predictability, and multi-
plicity of the loops between the production and use of knowledge of
social problemswe can characterize knowledge production and ap-
plicatkm activities by their inunediate purposes: program-supporting,
policy-forming, problem-exploring, or knowledge-building. For each
of these four immediate purposes of knowledge production and
knowledse application activities, we can describe a linkage model that
has important implications for the way the support and application
loops should be conceived and managed.
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Program-Supporting

In the first model, information is soughi to fill clearly understood
requirements of an operating social program. The length of time
between the beginning of the research and the use of the results may be
measured in weeks or months, or at most a few years, and it is often
quite clear in the planning stage how the information from research will
be combined with other program data, disseminated to intended users,
and applied.

Far example, the Urban Mass Transportation Administration
(wax) funds a variety of program-supporting activities supporting its
mission of improving public tnmsportation services. In fiscal 1976,

MITA spent over $4 million in research on such questions as:

What are the economic, environmental, and performance factors
that may affect the acceptance of "automated guideway transit"
systems in urban areas?

a What are the alternative means of financing public transportation
capital expenses?

ustrA also spent more than $9 million in fiscal 1976 in support of
demonstration projects to test and promote innovative uses of transit
services. In addition to these kinds of research and demonstration
efforts, UMTA funds a variety of dissemination activities aimed at
providing state and local planners with the latest technology in transit
planning tools.

Policy-Forming

In this model of linkage, information is sought from research to assist in
making policy. Our survey of federal spending found a very wide range
of social research activities for this purpose, including studies that
wese meant to feed information into policy making on health, educa-
tion, employment and training income security, economic growth,
transportation, housing, law enforcement, and energy.

Although the program-supporting and policy-forming models of link-

age are much alike, the loops in the policy-forming model tend to be
longer, more multiple, and less predictable. There would be fewer
uncertainties of support and application if policy making were con-
cerned only with finding policy means to agreed-upon ends. But for
politically sensitive policies, the conduct and results ofresearch as well

7
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RS its possible uses may be controversial. It is therefore reasonable to
classify as "policy-forming" research that may provide information to
the policy process, whether or not the loop of support and application
is actually closed.

Probkm-Expioring

In the third model of linkage, which is outside the most famzliar
conceptions of the role of social R&D, research seeks to understanda
social problem without starting from any well-defined program or
policy needs. The immediate goal is to characterize a social problem, to
try to understand its nature and causes, and to find possible points of
intervention in dealing with it. It, the middle or longer run, such
exploration can bring a substantial return as new policies are developed
and new programs launched, but it is not clear at the beginning how and
when the support and application loop will be closed.

Understanding this model helps to clarify both an aspect of current
research and a goal of the social R&D system. We found that a good
deal of the activities currently funded by mission (operating) agencies
is better described as an effort to develop knowledge of a problem than
as an effort to develop policy or meet program requirements. For
eaample, the studies of global interdependence funded by the Depart-
ment of State's Office of External Research seek to understand the web
of relationships that tie this country to the rest of the world. And the
studies of behavioral factors in highway accidents funded by the
Department of Transportation's National Highway Traffic Safety Ad-
ministration seek to understand why people drive unsafelywithout
beginning from specific policy or program goals.

This type of research can be more easily recognized if the funding
agency is not aligned with a program or policy office. The productivity
studies sponsored by NSF, the crime and delinquency research of
Num, and the population studies of the National Institute of Child
Health and Development are all examples of problem-exploring efforts
supported by research agencies. Each of these seeks to understand a
problem rather than to respond to immediate policy or program de-
mands, although each may yield longer-term policy or program returns.

Some of the most signfficant examples of problem exploration result
from special commissions or inquiries that span the interests of many
federal agencies. One example is federally supported research on
poverty. As concern about the poor grew in the 1960s, it was clear that
we knew surprisingly little about who was poor and why. It was
*herd= felt to be important to develop a firmer understanding

73
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through research. The resulting studies over a decade and a half have

provided a sharper definition of poverty and a clearer insight into its
causes. It is now known, for example, how many of the poor are
children in homes handed by females who have little prospect of
entering the labor force; or are members of families in which the wage

earner works full time but at a subsistence wage; or are temporarily

poor because of short-term changes in income or in family needs.
Although this gain in understanding was not prompted by immediate

policy needs, it has helped to shape the terms of the policy debate. The

early plans for the "War on Poverty" placed a heavy emphasis on
manpower training and education. Yet the emerging studies of the poor

showed that these programs could do little to improve the condition of
children in single-parent homes or of workers close to their earning
potential at low wages and were often irrelevant to the needs of the
temporarily poor. Indeed, these findings encouraged the alternative
view that some form of income maintenance should be a fundamental

part of national policy. Accordingly, President Johnson in 1968 ap-

pointed an Income Maintenance Commission, which moved toward a
negative income tax as a desirable form of income maintenance policy.

Later, President Nixon proposed the Family Assistance Plan, which

also owed a good deal to research. The impact of varied formulations of

the Family Assistance Plan was projected by models developed by the

Income Maintenance Commission and later refined by work sponsored

by the Social Security Administration and the Office of Economic

Opportunity.
Although the Family Assistance Plan failed in Congress, a base of

understanding of poverty continued to be developed. Later studies
clarified the ovexlapping effects of an array of income security pro-

grams, such as welfare, food stamps, and unemployment insurance.

They also enlarged what was known about movements into, and out of,

poverty status. In the early 1970s the findings from this widening

stream of research led the secretary of HEW to support an income

supplement program developed by the staff of the assistant secretary
for planning and evaluation. Although this proposal also failed, re-

search on poverty had again helped to shape the policy debate.
Several points can be made about this example of problem explora-

tion. The effort was prompted initially by the goal of understanding a
significant social problem. Much of the work was shaped by re-
searchers who were brought into contact with policy makers but given

substantial freedom to develop their research. A major, problem-

centered research organization, the Institute for Research on Poverty

at the University a Wisconsin, was created to help focus the research

73
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effort, and a series of grants and contracts built up an important
research capability on poverty in several other organizations. Although
there was direct involvement of researchers in the development of
policy, the understanding gained from research entered the policy
process largely through intervening knowledge brokers.

A second major example of problem exploration is the work of the
(Murphy) Commission on the Organization of the Government for the
Conduct of Foreign Policy. In this case, a joint presidential-
congressional commission had an explicit policy mandate: to recom-
mend ways of strengthening the organization of the foreign affairs
sector of the federal government. But the larger significance of the
commission's work will almost certainly be its background studies.
Indeed, the tensions between the Executive and Congress sharply
limited the direct policy yield of the commission. The then-majority
leader of the Senate, who as a sponsor and member of the commission
was deeply disappointed by its limited policy yield, described its rec-
ommendations as "a very thin gruel served up in a very thick cup."
But the commission is likely to have a delayed and indirect effect as
future policy makers absorb, without in some cases knowing the
source, its way of looking at such questions as the requirements of de-
cision making under stress, the possibility of detaching foreign policy
advocacy from departmental interest, and the role of personnel devel-
opment in modernizing the organization of the foreign affairs sector.
Such an effect is already evident in the reorganization proposals of
the Carter Administration.

Knowledge-Building

In the last of the linkage models, the support and application loop is
long, highly multiple, and difficult to predict: research is undertaken to
enlarge the basic stock of social knowledgewithout reference to a
problem, to policy alternatives, or to the needs of operating social
programs. In the years since the Second World War the federal
government has assumed a major share of the nation's investment in
activities for knowledge building. This investment is made largely
through NSF , NIMH, and several other independent research agencies.

The way this investment has strengthened the government's capacity
to recognize, understand, and deal with major social problems is the
subject of one of our series of background studies (Stakes 1978). The
gallon has gotten far more than knowledge for its own sake from this
investment in basic advances in the social sciences, as it has gotten far
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more than pure knowledge from its investment in basic advances in
physical or biological knowledge (see Comroe and Dripps 1976).

As in otter fields of science, the multiple loops that connect the
support and eventual application of the knowledge gained from basic
advances in the social sciences are typically long and difficult to
forecast, as the example of the early work on population renewal
suggests. Hence, they are a natural target of the skepticism of those
who would support only social research that promises early results.
But the test of quick and foreseeable return would rule out a good deal
of research that will be of genuine social benefit in the longer run.
Much of the fundamental work in demography would have failed to
attract support if direct policy relevance, or even problem relevance,
had been the test. But that work has, in the long run, helped us to see
and to begin to cope with the problem of population increase on a
global scale (Notestein, "Demography," in Stokes 1978).

A great many individual studies, including a number that prove to be
ill-conceived but productive in their errors, make up the long and
uncertain pathways that lead from basic advances of knowledge to
the varied applications of those advances. In view of this, it may be
fniitless to apply a test of usefulness to individual projects. It would be
better to apply a test of scientific value, knowing that significant gains
in knowledge will result in the long run. The experience of the physical
and biological sciences has shown that well-conceived and sustained
programs of basic research tend ultimately to be successful despite the
failure of .many individual projects and that some of these programs
also have substantial social utility.

Indeed, those who want to improve the social utility of basic ad-
vances in social science may be mistaken in focusing so much of their
attention on criteria for the support of research. in view of the difficulty
of knowing in advance how a field of knowledge will develop. It may be
far more useful to focus on application, to seek better means of
synthesizing and applying to current problems the knowledge that has
cumulated from past research.

The failure to distinguish among different linkage modelsto see in
particular that the criteria of support that are appropriate to activities
for program support or poliCy formation may be quite inappropriate
to activities whose purpose is problem exploration or knowledge
buildingseems to us to underlie some of the tension between Con-
gress and the federal agencies that fund basic research in social
science. The congressional hearings of recent years in which NSF has
sought to justify its support of basic research are filled with instances of
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NSF and its critics talking past each other as each iMplicitly focused on
quite different models of the production and use of knowledge.

AUDIENCE

We will introduce one other element into this framework for thinking
about the nation's portfolio of investments in social knowledge produc-
tion and application: audience. Much of the discussion of how social

-R&D could be made more "policy relevant" is pervaded by the view
that the federal government is itself the prime consumer Of the informa-
tion being developed. But any assumption of this sort is quickly
suspect as one considers activities outside the program-supporting and
policy-forming models of linkage. Activities to explore problems and
build knowledge have multiple audiences, and many of these lie outside
the federal government (although it is also true that more can be done
to create an audience in government for knowledge that cumulates in
the research community). And, as it became abundantly clear in the
course of our project, third parties are also meant to benefit from many
of the shorter-term loops of social knowledge production and applica-
tion. The immediate needs a state governments, of local police forces
and school systems, of hospitals, farmers, and other groups and
individuals are meant to be served by a good deal of the research that
we classified as program supporting or policy forming. As noted in
Chapter 2, roughly half of all activities aimed at program support,
policy formation, and problem exploration are directed to users outside
the federal government.

lt is important to distinguish different audiences in considering ways
of strengthening the system of federal support for social knowledge
production and application. Quite different policies may be required to
provide for the immediate needs of program managers and policy
makers within the federal government, for the needs of well-defined
users outside the federal government, and for the future needs of those
who prove to be the beneficiaries of research exploring social problems
or enlarging our stock of basic social knowledge.

CONCLUSIONS

An awareness of the tensions between the policy process and research
has shaped our thinking about linking government and research. The
potitical charade% of government implies that effective strategies for
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acquiring and using research-based knowledge need to take account of
the pofitical nature of the policy process. There must be effective
political support both for the proth: ction rif knowledge on social
problems and for its application by governmental and nongovernmental
users.

The:need of government to act on incomplete information implies
that effective strategies of social knowledge production and application

4 should consider the ways that research, as a costly and limited re-
source, can count most. Investments in research should be based on an
understanding of the diversified ways :hat the knowledge obtained
from this investment can strengthen the nation's capacity to under-
stand and deal with its social problems.

The differing time frames of the policy process and of major social
problems imply that effective strategies for the production and applica-
tion of knowledge will need to have varied time perspectives. Some
research and utillzation of research knowledge must be abk to respond
to the very short-nm needs of the policy process, but the longer life
expectancy of major social problems opens the possibility of investing
in esearch that requires longer time for a significant return. The need
tl devise ways of supporting such longer-term research is an unre-
solved issue of federal investment in knowledge of social problems.

The variety of the links between support and application suggests the
value of a portfolio approach to the federal investment in knowledge of
social problems. Since the system of federal support is supposed to
accomplish several quite diffuent things, there should be several quite
different investments in the federal research portfolio. Different
criteria should be used to manage each, and different returns shouki be
expected from each. More effective policies and institutional arrange-
ments can be devised if the value of such diversity is accepted.
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c Strengthening
46-, the System of

Federal Support

The current system of federal support of social knowledge production
and application has three dominant characteristics:

It is radically decentralized. The federal government acquired its
role in social research and development largely as an adjunct to its
broad army of social pr4-trams. Most expenditures for social knowl-
edge production and am...cation are mission-oriented, and the man-
vement of the system is compartmentalizedamong scores of agencies.

It must cope with inherent tensions between the policy and
research processes. If government and the research community are to
be effectively linked, a policy process that is unavoidably political,
incompletely informed, and foi ced by events must be reconciled with a
research process that is unable to resolve value cOnflicts, resistant to
closure, and time consuming.

It has multiple objectives. The federal government holds a diversi-
fied portfolio of investments in social knowlqdge production and appli-
cation. It will need very different policies to manage the investments
that are meant to improve federal programs and policies, to benefit
third parties, to pin more understanding of social problems, and to add
basic resources of knowledge and method.

The deteed information gained from our studies of the present system
is an important part of our conclusions. We have increasingly felt
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that, quite apart from the value of our recommendations, we could
render a service by giving a coherent account of the present system.

Nonetheless, we conclude our report with recommendations for
strengthening the system. We do so with some hesitancy, since the
diversity of the system bars simple remedies. Sweeping organizational
prescriptions are more likely to change government than to improve it.
We believe that across-the-board reforms, such as the centralization of
research administration, the mandated use of peer review or user
panels, a shift to multiyear funding, or the establishment of stand-
ardized planning processes or standardized formats and procedures
for reporting research results would do more harm than good.

We are also alert to the problem of incentives for change as we
suggest improvements. The present system is an integral part oa
ongoing political and administrative processes and so will not easily
change. We have therefore sought to devise tr-Idifications that recog-
nize the incentives and disincentives that shap, the current system.

THE ROLE OF OVERSIGHT
The segmented character of the system of federal support creates an
urgent need for effective oversight. Because social knowledge produc-
tion and application activities are compartmentalized, both within and
among fetieral departments and agencies, the government has gener-
ated little systematic research on problems or issues that cut across the
jurisdictions and professional perspectives of individual agencies. Fur-
thermore, few attempts are made to bring different agencies together
into cooperative, mutually reinforcing research entetprises. And little
attention is paid to resource allocation, management, or evaluation of
results in contexts larger than individual offices and projects. In short,
there is little effective oversight of the knowledge production and
application activities supported by the federal government.

A number of institutions in Congress and the executive branch have
responsibilities that cut across the interests of individual agencies,
permitting them to exercise oversight of at least part of the system of
federal support. Within the executive branch, such institutions include
me; the science adviser to the President and the Office of Science and
Technology Policy; and the primary staff offices in the office of the
secretary or administrator of each mAjor federal department or agency.
In Congress, such institutions include the appropriations committees
and subcommittees with responsihility for the major social programs;
the authorization committees and subcommittees with major responsi-
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bility for social programs; the science and technology oversight com-
mittees; the committees on government operations; and certain of the
special reVi7W arms of Congress, especially the General Accounting
Office and the Office of Technology Assessment The budget commit-
tees of Congress and the Congressional Budget Office might also be
added to the list.

Effective oversight is consistent with an emerging trend toward the
incorporation of more cross-cutting perspectiires in the political pro-
cess. Increasing recognition of the relative scarcity both of federal
budgetary and managerial resources and of the nation's natural, eco-
nomic, and human resources is creating an increased awareness of the
need to identify policy and program trade-offs and to consider long-
term implications when making policy decisions. Passage of the
National Environmental Policy Act, the creation of the Office of Tech-
nology Assessment, the krowing level of expenditures for program
evaluation, the passage and successful implementation of the Federal
Budget and Impoundment Control Act, and the popularity and use of
the Brookings Institution's Setting National Priorities series are evi-
dence of this awareness.

This trend has significant implications for federal support of social
knowledge production and application for two reasons. First, it in-
creases the incentive for institutions with a cross-cutting role in policy
making to promote investments in new knowledge that will help them
in making or recommending policy and program choices, enhancing
their influence in the policy process. Second, because of their jurisdic-
tions, these institutions are peculiarly able to promote the kinds of
improvements in federal support of social knowledge production and
application that we suggest. They are able to maintain direct lines of
communication with decision makers, research administrators, and
researchers. Most of these institutions have an analytical capacity and
participate in the policy-making process. Hence they have both the
competence and the opportunity to bridge gaps between decision
makers and knowledge producers. And their incentive to perform this
role is increasing.

Ow. recommendations set out a number of ways policy or practice
can be strengthezedby the action both of those who operate the
system of federal support and of those who can exercise effective
oversight. These are grouped under the three broad headings we have
used to analyze the existing system: setting research agendas; synthe-
sizing, disseminating, and applying knowledge; and managing the
system.
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SETTING RESEARCH AGENDAS

To organize social knowledge production activities, federal agencies
must establish research priorities, stimulate the interest and involve-
ment of researchers, choose researchers, and commit funds. We have
found that the manner in which agencies carry out these tasks is largely
ad hoc and reactive. There is little systematic planning of research
priorities within goal-oriented frameworks. Moreover, there is too little
awareness of the varied requirements of the different types of activities
described by the linkage models in Chapter 4.

Planning Research Programs

Frequently the focus and the direction of an agency's research agenda
simply emerge from the selection of particular projects and the support
of particular investigators; we believe that planning and establishing
research priorities should be a distinct and conscious aspect of the
administrative processes of agencies that support social knowledge
production and application activities.

1.1 We recommend that federal research administrators and over-
sight officials in departmental policy planning and analysis offices and
in the Office of Management and Budget devote mon, attention and
resources to the development of systematic planning processes as a
distinct aspect of the support function. These proce ve should take
account of the differences among the types of act .equired to
improve federal policies or programs, to serve t of users
outside the government, to explore broad problem r,:. d to build
new resources of knowledre or method.

Agendas for Program-Supporting and Policy-Forming Activities

The setting of agendas for research that is intended to assist the
operation of social programs or to help form social policy should be
closely coordinated with program and policy planning. Departments
and agencies should be strongly encouraged by OMB and other over-
sight agencies to establish an explicit management process that con-
nects program and policy planning to the planning of knowledge
production and application activities. These connections should build
into the planning of research agendas a strong sense of the program or
policy audience of the results of the research. The planning of research

7
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intended to assist in forming social policy may need to relate the goals
of several agencies or departments. The.,active involvement of over-
sight officials at the departmental, presidential, or congressional level
is in these cases essential.

12 We recommend that the users of program-supporting and
policy-forming research be more closely involved in setting research
agendas. Agency decision makers should have greaser input in the
planning of program-supporting activities. Policy makers at the de-
partmental and presidential levels and in Congress should have greater
input in planning policy-forming research.

Agendas for Problem-Exploring Activities

We strongly encourage agencies to plan broader programs of problem-
exploring research. But the compartmentalization of research man-
agement in a set of mission agencies often acts as a bather to designing
a research effort that cuts across the interests of a number of agencies
or is within the clear province of none. Setting agendas for problem-
exploring reserseh is often a task beyond the means of a single agency.

Developing a research-based understanding of problems that tran-
scend the pattern of mission agencies has two related aspects: the need
to coordinate the setting of research agendas by several agencies that
share a common problem interest; and the need to build an adequate
agenda when the problem is poorly matched to the interest of any
agency. The latter need is especially marked in the case of a developing
problem that may become urgent in the future.

13 We recommend more extensive use by oversight institutions of
special means to develop adequate research agendas on major social
problems that are not well matched to agency missions. These should
include the creation of task forces, temporary commissions, and
conferences to frame research agendas and the sponsorship of state-
of-the-art surveys of existing knowledge related to speced problem
areas.

The lead in such efforts could be taken by a number of oversight
institutions. In some cases the lead might be taken by a committee or
subcommittee of Congress; in others by the science adviser to the
Presiden: or ostn; in still others by a mAjor department or one of the
independent R&D agencies, such as NSF. In the case of the most
important social problems that transcend the agency structure, the lead
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should be taken by the President or by Congress as a whole through the
creation of independent, temporary commissions.

The purpose of such commissions would be to review and synthesize
knowledge in broad problem areas, to set priorities for future research
in these areas, and to explore points of intervention for framing
remedial policies or programs. They would be able to mobilize unusual
expertise for one or several years to enlarge understanding of a broad
problem area and stimulate problem-exploring research. Although
presidential and presidential-congressional commissions do not have
an outstanding reputation of achievement in influencing policy, they
have an impressive record in redefining problems and in focusing
future research. The backup volumes to commission reports have often
constituted compendiums of important studies, information, and
syntheses of previous research. Such contributions warrant more
extensive use of such commissions.

Setting research agendas and conducting research about major prob-
lem need to be closely interwoven. We therefore advocate strengthen-
ing the ability of the research community to undertaken major research
programs directed toward problem expiration and to join with policy
makers and research administrators in planning future research.

1.4 We recommend the support of several new research programs to
unde:take knowledge production and application activities to explore
mq/or social problems. Such program: will require the substantial and
continuing involvement offederal policy makers and research adminis-
trators and, where appropriate, potential users of research outside the
federal government. A significant level of support should be guaran-
teed for a period of S to 10 years.

For problems in areas such as education or health care delivery,
where responsibility is relatively centralized in the governmental struc-
ture, support should be provided by one or a comortium of mission-
oriented agencies. For problems in areas such as public regulation or
regicsial development, where responsibilhy is widely dispersed across
the goveniment, other means of organizing collective action must be
found. In these cases, the NSF might be able to create and support
problem-centered research programs. For programs launched in this
way, the burden of support might progressively be shifted to one or a
consortiums of mission agencies with related program interests. Con-
gress and Min should play an active role in maintaining consortium
sponsorship as well as in monitoring the activities of research programs
that are not the responaility of a single agency.
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Federal efforts to develop coordinated programs of research about
particular social problems should, wherever possible, capitalize on
existing research facilities, where talented staffs of applied researchers
have been assembled and where strong entrepreneurial capabilities
have been developed. For problem areas that do not have well-
established organizational bases, new programs should be created.
Federal support for 5 to 10 years will allow productive and responsive
relationships to develop between researcher.; and potential users. We
do not recommend, however, that problem-centered programs of re-
search receive federal support for indefmite periods of time.

We wish to note that the creation of such programs need not increase
the total amount of federal expenditures for social knowle4e produc-
tion and application. Our analysis of existing expenditures indicate's
that mission agencies arc now devoting substantial resources to a very
large number of small, poorly motivated, and largely noncumulative
studies of social problems. The cost of more ambitious and cumulative
programs of research could therefore be offset by selective transfers of
resources from the existing investment in problem exploration.

The need to build effective research agendas on future problems is
especially clear. The pace of change in our society makes it increas-
ingly important to try to identify the problems that will need to be dealt
with in future years. Since a number of such problems will at best have
a loose fit with a structure of government agencies that has grown up
around current and past problems, this effort may be seen as a special
case of the need to deal more effectively with problems that fall
between agency missions.

Of particular intaest are problems with a high technological or
scientific content. ft is clear, for example, that future improvements in
weather modification will create some critical legal, economic, and
political problems, just as improved forecasting of earthquakes will
create some critical economic, political, and psychological issues.

1.5 We recommend that appropriate oversight agencies foster the
development of more adequate methods offorecasting emerging social
problems, of deffining research agendas, and of laying an adequate
research-based understanding of such problems. This should include
attention to the social aspect of emerging problems with a high
teclusologkal or scientific content.

Among oversight agencies, the Office of Science and Technology
Policy has a natural role in this area. There are also important new
initiatives in Congress to deal more systematically with future needs
and publems. Among independent research agencies, NSF should be

9 0
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encouraged to pursue the question of how society can know what it will
need to know about emerging social problems.

We emphasize that what is required is not simply the ability to fore-
cast an emerging problem. In many ways, the most critical need is to
translate such forecasts into research agendas that will provide policy
options in future years. The example of energy is telling. Those who
analyzed the world supply of oil were able to anticipate the coming
shortage. But this recognition was not translated into a program of
studies that could contribute to the development of social and eco-
nomic policies an era of shortage would require.

Agendas for Knowledge-Building Activities

A key issue facing independent research agencies in recent years,
especially NSF, is how much criteria of relevance or social utility
should complement scientific criteria in setting priorities for
knowledge-building activities.

1.6 Within programs of research that seek to enlarge general re-
sources of knowledge or method, we recommend that scientific
criteria, rather than problem or policy relevance, guide the allocation
of support to particular projects. The primary importance of scientific
criteria should be recognized by Congress and other oversight agen-
cies.

It is extremely difficult to predict the impact that a basic research
project may, have on future social policies or programs. Thc return on
investments in knowledge building is in any case likely to depend on
the cumulation of results from a number of individual projects. Prema-
ture insistence on timeliness and applicability can easily impair scien-
tific quality. And since the ultimate applications, at the end of the long
and multiple loops of knowledge-building activities, are difficult to
foresee, there can be little question of user involvement in setting these
research agendas. Planning should be the shared responsibility of the
research community and research administrators in the research agen-
cies, such as NSF, that support fundamental knowledge building.

The authorization and appropriation committees of Congress, and
other oversight agencies, should recognize the need for including the
support of basic advances of knowledge in the nation's portfolio of
investments in social research and development. NSF and other re-
search agencies should state the logic of its inclusion in clear terms.
But these agencies should also take the lead in assessing the potential
application of cumulating knowledge about social problems. They
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should have the full cooperation of the research community both in
making the case for the support of basiz advances of knowledge and in
periodically assessing the relevance or new knowledge to social prob-
lems.

Audience

It is clear that a sharper sense of audience should guide the planning of
research that is meant to benefit nonfederal users.

1.7 We recommend that agencies funding research directed to users
outside the government should more effectively involve those users in
sett g research agendas and in developing strategies for applying
research results. They should be strongly encouraged in this by the
Office of Managenwnt and Budget and by Congress. We recommend
further that a special review be undertaken of the effectiveness of
third-party research in meeting the needs of its potential users.

A great deal more about the gap between need and benefit of
federally supported work would be heard if federal expenditures for
research on behalf of state and local governments approached the scale
of expenditures for operating programs in which the state and local
governments deliver social services that are funded by the federal
government. It would be natural for the Office of Science and Technol-
ogy Policy, in consultation with the Intergovernmental Science, En-
gineering, and Technology Advisory Panel (isrrAP), to take the lead in
commissioning a review of third-party research.

DISSEMINATING AND APPLYING RESULTS

We have noted the variety of audiences to whom the results of
federally supported knowledge production activities might be relevant,
including federal, state, and local policy makers, program officials,
field practitioners, and other researchers. There is little reasons to
believe that information will be received and used in the same way by
each of them. If knowlalge is to influence the palicies, programs, and
practices that are implemented to cope with social problems, it must be
presented to potential users in forms that are appropriate to their
needs.

We emphasize our strong belief that the key to the dissemination and
use of research intended to aid in program support and policy forma-
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tion is the close coordination of research planning with program and
policy planning. A "demand-pull" model of use, with policy makers
and program managers calliag for the information they need, is much
likelier to succeed than is a "supply-push" model, with research
administrators trying to hawk the results of work they have supported.
This should be better documented and better understood by policy
makers and program officials.

2.1 We recommend that departmental and agency budget officials,
the Office of Management and Budget, and congressional committees
responsible for proposing agency authorizations require that more
attention be given to the dissemination of high-quality research results
to potential users.

We do not advocate blanket increases of agency appropriations for
dissemination, but we believe that the return on federal investments in
social knowledge production and application would often be enhanced
if the support of dissemination were proportionately increased. For the
results of knowledge-building research, academic journals provide a
natural channel of dissemination and communication with other re-
searchers. When the results of other kinds of research are available,
other and perhaps more costly methods of dissemination must be used,
and responsibility may fall more heavily on either performers or the
funding agency. For example, policy formulation demonstrations may
become policy implementation demonstrations if they generate posi-
tive results concerning impact and feasibility. Either the same or
different performers may undertake the effort, but additional funds
would be required.

The effectiveness of dissemination activities could be enhanced by
experimental efforts to develop new ways of communicating the results
of research to particular audiences. More encouragement should be
given to publications, conferences, workshops, technical assistance,
and the use of communications technology. Innovations such as

Evaluation mapzine, developed by N1MH to communicate new ideas
and practices to administrators of mental health service organizations,
have been particularly successful.

2.2 We recommend that federal agencies supporting knowledge
production and application sponsor or produce on a regular, periodic
basis syntheses of the knowledge gained from their research programs.
Oversiglu institutions, particularly the Office of Management and
Budget and the congressional support agencies, and perhaps the
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National Science Foundation, should sponsor on a regular and
periodic basis syntheses of existing knowledge concerning specific
social problems or policy areas.

The results of individual research projects may have little immediate
relevance to pnlicy makers. The information useful !rl the policy
community is often the cunurlative result of many indh..sual theoreti-
cal, methodological, and empirical investigations. Research adminis-
trators should seek more effective ways of synthesizing research
findings in their program areas. In instances where program areas
overlap, joint efforts may be appropriate.

Synthesis should also be a regular responsibility of oversight institu-
tions whose jurisdictions cut across agency lines and of independent
research agencies such BS NSF. By supporting or producing state-of-
the-art reviews, they could cumulate and synthesize knowledge that
would help to define social problems that will require future policy or
program action. An excellent example of such a review is the synthesis
of knowledge on development in early childhood sponsored several
years ago by the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and
Evaluation within HEW.

The understanding of the process of dissemination and use and of the
role of new information in the process of innovation and change is
regrettably weak. Strengthening it should be an important goal of
federal investment in the creation and use of knowledge of social
problems.

2.3 We recommend that more studies of the process of social change
and the adoption of innovations by federal and nonfederal policy
makers be conducted by agencies that support social knowledge pro-
duction and application activities for those audiences. More and better
information is needed about how knowledge from social research is
translated inio social policy or programs.

MANAGING THE SYSTEM

Our recommendations on management, broadly conceived, tend to
apply to both the production and application of knowledge of social
problems. Each of the recommended improvements also depends on
actions both by those who have oversight of the system and by those
who administer it in the funding agencies. We believe the system of
federal support would be better managed if improvements were
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adopted in allocating resources; in the role of knowledge brokers; in
the instruments of support; and in the evaluation of support programs.

Resource Allocation

We first consider possible improvements involving the allocation of
resources.

3.1 We recommend that the Office of Management and Budget, the

Senate and House Budget Committees (or the Congressional Budget
(roce at their direction), and the planning offices offederal agencies
regularly review and assess the allocation of social knowledge produc-
tion and application resources among policy areas, organizations, and
categories of activity within their jurisdictions. These institutions
should devote more effort to creating a comprehensive and com-
prehensible view of federally supported social knowledge production
and application, so that resource allocations will be more in keeping
with federal policy priorities and the capabilities of the research
community.

The type of assessment we recommend is represented by the survey
and analysis of budget obligations summarized in Chapter 2. This
suxvey provides a good deal of information about federally supported
social knowledge production and application activities. tut an
analysis, at least in the present stage, may be valuable more for the
questions it poses than the answers it gives. For example, do the
allocations among policy areas shown in Table 2, or the allocations
among categories of activity shown in Table I, appear reasonable to
Congress, to oversight offices in the executive branch, and to the
research community? Are third-party interests too heavily or not
heavily enough represented? Are sufficient resources being committed
to income security and employment research relative to health re-
search? Is the large investment in statistics justified by the results? If
refined and extended, such an analysis could provide the basis for a
more informed matching of resources to information needs.

32 We recommend that the Office of Management and Budget,
congressional conunittees, and departmental budget and planning
offices periodically review the stalling and funding of agencies that
support knowledge production and application with the objective of
tailoring their capabilities to their missions and responsibilities.

9 5
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Because oversight institutions have a stake in the success of knowl-
edge production and applicatioo activities, they should take a sym-
pathetic and constructive approach to solving management problems
that impedl high-quality performance. This is especially true of plan-
ning, policy analysis, and program development offices, which have
the strongest natural ties to the research community, as well as the
competence to understand research management issues. Effective
oversight may require more stringent regulation of performance as well
as limiting budgets on °erasion, so that competent staff are not
stretched too thin. Moreover, it may require that organizations such as
owl and agency budget offices refrain from penalizing research offices
that, out of prudent concern for quality, do not spend their budgets by
the end of the fiscal year.

We recognize that urging more intervention by oversight institutions
in the management of knowledge production and application may invite
more controls. Our expectation, however, is that this will not occur.
Currently, controls are more apt to result from too little exposure to the
problems of ..esearch administration, rather than from toc, much expo-
sure.

We should again state the case for improving the ability of research
administrators to say with assurance what their future budget and staff
size will be. Because good research and effective research planning
require time, unexpected shifts of resources, up as well as down, are
very damaging. Predictability is the key. We air le the virtues not of
stable funding but of being ahle to plan a program with some assurance
of what lies ahead.

The Use of Knowledge Brokers

The inherent differences between the research and policy processes
underscore the importance of the role of individuals who understand
both. One of the most promising trends in federal experience in recent
years is the widening role of knowledge brokers. Such brokerage can
improve performatre both in launching research and in applying its
results. We regard the effective use of knowledge brokers as a tool of
great potential in managing the system of federal support.

The successful performance of effective knowledge brokerage within
federal departments and agencies depends on brokers' having a sub-
stantial institutionalized role in the decision-making process, particu-
larly as it affects planning, analysir . and budgeting activities.

3.3 We recommend that depanments and agen 'os organize and
manage their planning and budgeting activities to provide a significant
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role for knowledge brokers. Such brokers should assume increased
responsibility for promoting systsmatic policy planning and program
development within federal agencies, specifically ensuring the regular
involvement of potential users in setting agendas for social knowledge
production and application activities.

Choosing Instruments of Support

We have noted that there is considerable flexibility in the laws and
rP tions that govern the use af methods of support for social

ledge production and appLcation activities, although current
prx....ce has, in many agencies. become standard operating procedure.
Administrative processes for choosing performers of research and
supporting their work hvve become primarily regulatory in character,
relying on punitive niles and regulations to thwart undesirable prac-
tices cr.: thc part of researchers, rather than providing positive induce-
ment to effective management.

The choice of instniments of supportwhether grants, contracts, or
in-house researchshould be a significant and conscious part of pro-
gram planning. There are strong causal relationships between the
management of support activities and the quality, timeliness, and
applicability of research results. Rather than responding mechanically
to rigid administrative guidelines, rer:arch administrators should em-
ploy the procurement technique that is most appropriate in view of the
extent to which planning, problem choice, and research design are to
be shared by the support agency and the research performers.

3.4 We recommend that each agency review its grant and contract
policies to increase its awareness of the options available and to match
its suppon instruments to its research goals. We also recommend that
training programs be provided, either by departmental procurement
offices or by the Office of Management and Budget, to inform agency
administrators arid program stqff concerning the uses of grants, con-
tracts, and in-house research capabilities.

A primary reason for the unsatisfactory state of current procurement
practices is that many program and research administrators are only
partially informed about the possible uses of funding methods. Pro-
curement regulations and techniques are complex. An innnediate and
useful step to improve relationships between funders and performers
would be the wider dissemination of information about alternative
methods of support.

Serious attention should also be given to improving in-house re-
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search capabilities in the federal government. The argument for this
development is closely aligned to the argument for strengthening the
role of knowledge brokers. Although some policy makers apply a
discount to the quality and standing of in-house research personnel, the
presence of these personnel may promote an easier exchange of
information between policy makers who need to learn more about th':
implications of research and researchers who need to know more about
the needs and interests of policy and program officials.

Evaluation of Support Programs

We come finally to evaluation of social knowledge production and
applicafion as a means of Emnaging and improving the system of
federal support.

3.5 We recommend that departmental planning, policy analysis, and
evaluation offices promote and coordinate periodic, in-depth, and
objective evaluations cif the work funded by major support agencies.
These evaluations should be undertcker. every 5 to 10 years with
prioriiy given to the largest and :aost important programs. The evalua-
tions should address the quality, timeliness, and applicability or value
of the results; the appropriateness of the methods used to develop a
research agenda, to choose and support performers, and to oversee
the preparation, presentation, and dissemination of findings; and the
relevance of the overall program to emerging social problems. scien-
tific developments, and public policy issues. Along with departmental
officials, the Ofice of Management and Budget should play a primary
role in creating incentives for such evaluations.

Although we would also encourage self-evaluations by agencies
supporting social knowledge production and application activities,
such efforts are frequently subject to the criticism that they are
self-serving. Sponsorship by appropriate overnight offices will enhance
the crulibility of evaluation results. To further ensure objectivity, such
evaluations should be conducted under the auspices of an advisory
committee composed in part of prominent researchers and consumers
of research outside the federal government. The actual evaluation
should be conducted by an outside firm or institute. Appropriate
budgetary resources should be allocated to such evaluations of support
programs.



Appendix
TECHNICAL NOTES ON THE
SURVEY OF FEDERAL OBLIGATIONS
FOR SOCIAL KNOWLEDGE
PRODUCTION AND APPLICATION'

Our survcy federal "social R&D" obligations was not meant to
duplicate the surveys conducted by the National Science Foundation
(NsF) and the Office of Management and Budget (014a); we instead
sought to amplify and build upon the existing data in order to describe
more comprehensively the activities we detine as social knowledge
production and application. Our budget figures differ in three intlior
ways from the NSF and coma data, and these differences should be kept
in mind when comparing other data with ow.:.*

First, we did not use the traditional definitions of research and
development. Instead, we used thc seven categories of knowledge
production and knowledge application activities described in Chapter
I. Some of these categories are not included in the traditional defini-
tions of research and development, as discussed below.

Moreover, the concept of "development" is a particularly trouble-
some one for the classification of R&D applied to social problems; this
has king been recognized by those interested in federal support of the
social and behavioral sciences. The aAss report of the National Re-
search Council and the Social Science Research Council (l969) did not
confront this question directly, but instead estimated that one percent

'These notes are adapted from Abramsoo (1978).
Tor MD St141$11CS auembled by NSF, see the annual .cpert. Federal Funds for
Research, Development and Other Scientific Activities. For R&D data assembled by
ow. see Special Analysis P in the Amami Budget of the 1.Inlied States Government

Special Analysis.
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of all development funded by the federal government was probably
social. Since development is considered a nondisciplinary activity, it
is impossible to say how much of the total reported tO NSF and OMB aS
"development" is related to the social sciences.

Hence, "development" related to social problems was something of
an enigma at the outset of our survey. It wa.i clear that substantial
funds were being spent on development, broadly defined, by agencies
directly concerned with such problems, but little was known about the
types of activities included under this rubric. For example, the Office
of Education in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
reported almost 90 percent of its total fiscal 1976 R&D obligations as
"development," but we did not know what kinds a activities were
being so chmsifieddemonstrations, curriculum development, or
what?

Plainly one of our mAjor tasks was to explore the concept of
development and the nature of the activities reported under this
beading by agencies concerned with social problems. This exploration
led us to use the framework of knowledge production and knowledge
application activities, which we felt was more descriptive of the
activities actuzlly being funded by the federal government concerned
with social problems.

Second, we included research on social problems carried out by
investigators in disciplines other than social science and psychology.
Indeed, our definition of social research emphasized the problem
rather than the disciplinary knowledge or methods applied. Hence, our
total for research activities is higher than the NSF total for all basic and
applied research in the social sciences and psychology. Our total also
includes some multidisciplinary research categorized in the various
NEC (not elsewhere classified) categories by NSF, which provides the
best data on federal obligations by academic discipline.

Third, we included 14 agencks that do not report any of their
activities as "research" or "development" in response to the NSF
survey of R&D.3 Although these agencies do not report any R&D
expenditures, some of their activities clearly fit our definition of social
knowledge production and application, even if the amounts involved

'The 14 agencies are: Appalachian Region' Commission, Ci ICIIMISSiali on Civil Rights,
Equal Employczu Opportunity Coinmission. Council of Economic Advisers, Council
on Envirsumental Quality, Council on Wage and Price Stability, Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service, Federal Power Commission, Federal Reserve Srtem, Interna-
tional Trade Commission, Interstate Commerce Common, National Foundation on
the Arts and Humanities, the National Center for Productivity and Quality of Working
Life, and the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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were usually small. Therefore, we have a slightly larger data base than
NSF .

Because of these three major differences, our figures are not directly
comparable to those Os' NSF or OM. Furthermore, our total figure for
social knowledge production and application should not be interpreted
as a subtotal of the figures for all federal R&D reported by either NSF or
0148.

Selected results of our survey are presented in the body of this report
and at the end of this Appendix; a comprehensive report of the results
is published as a separate volume (Abramson 1978).

DEFINITIONS

THE CONCEPT OF "SOCIAL"

Social R&D consists of research and development and related activities
concerned with understanding and alleviating social problems. It is intended to
include such activities as the production or application of knowledge concern-
ing the behavior of individuals, groups, or institutions or the effects of policies,
programs, or technologies on behavior.

As noted in Chapter 1, this definition excludes biomedical or
technological development in which only minor attention is given to
social or individual impacts. We would classify as social a project in
which au existing technological capability is assessed for its impact on
behavior but not a project primarily attempting to develop a new
technology. This definition left considerable room for judgment, but it
was felt to be sound by our interviewers and by agency personnel.
Although the boundaries between social and nonsocial can be hazy, the
issue did not loom as large as we had expected.

CATEGORIES OF SOCIAL KNOWLE DG E PRODUCTION AND
APPLICATION

Knowledge Production

massaaca

Research is systematic, intensive study directed toward greater knowkdge of under-
standing of the subject stuesed. Sada/ research includes basic, applied, or policy re-
search that studies either the behavior of itufivickials, groups, or institutions or the
effects a:policies. programs, or technologies on behavior.
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The first part of this definition is similar to the one used by NSF and
ohm, but we did not attempt to distinguish between basic, applied, and
policy research. This decision was greeted with enthusiasm by the
agencies. The distinction between basic and applied research is dif-
ficult in any field but seems to be particularly difficult in the social and
behavioral sciences.

The total for research reported to NSF was roughly 85 percent of our
own total for research. The remaining 15 percent was tiot reported to
NsF either because the agency spending the funds does not report to
NsF or because an activity had not been considered "research."

DEMONSTRATIONS FOR POLICY FORMULATION

A demonstration is a small-scale program undertaken in an opei %Ilona1 setting for a finite
period of time to test the desirability of a proposed course of actioo. A demonstration
for policy formulation is undertaken to learn new information about the outcomes and
administrative feasibility of a proposed action. Social experiments are included in this
cateSorY.

This definition, developed by our staff, was quickly understood
when explained to agency personnel.* Approximately 50 percent of our
total figure for demonstrations for policy formulation was reported to
NSF as "development"; 25 percent was reported as "research"; the
remaining 25 percent was not reported at all. It is clear that agencies
classify this type of demonstration in different ways; but with 75

percent of the activities reported as either "R" or "D," this category
would be included in an "R&D" framework.

We have noted that 25 percent of all demonstrations for policy
formulation were reported as research. Thus, roughly $50 million could
be added to our total for research if this subset of demonstrations for
policy formulation were counted as research.* The two types of ac-
tivities are clearly combined in some agencies. Social experiments are
the type of policy formulation demonstration most closely linked to
research, but we chose to categorize social experiments as policy
formulation demonstrations rather than research.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

Program evaluation is evaluation that seeks to systematically analyze federal programs
(or their components) to determine tbe extent to which they have achieved their 'Wee-
tives. A distinguishing factor of program evaluation I. that nations/ operating programs
(or their components) arc evaluated for the use of agency decision makers in making

4For a more detailed discussion of demonstratioas. see Hayes. "Demonstrations, in
Glen= (1978).
'This would bring the total to more than $700 million for fiscal 1976.
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policy or program decisions. Program evaluation is defined as a management tool; more

general types of evaluation studim (activities frequently labeled evaloidion research)

were judged not to be oriented to manageoent or decision making and were categorized

as research.

This definition borrows heavily from the one developed by the
Evaluafion and Program Implementation Division of obta. The line
between research and evaluation appears to be very thin in many
government agencies. Because the term evaluation is very popular
today, many traditional research activities are called evaluation by
agencies. But when we emphasized program evaluation, the number of
"evaluation" projects was reduced.

Although some agencies have activities clearly labeled "program
evaluation," most do not. When activities are labeled program evalua-
tion, they do not seem to be reported to the NsF survey of federal
funds, in line with the NSF interpretation of "research," which gen-
erally excludes program evaluation.

GENERAL poison STATISTICS

General purpose statistics include either current or Periodic data tf general interest and

use. A charactimistic of general purpose statistics is that many of the specific users and

uses are unknown. These statistics provide all levels of government and the private
sector with information on a very broad spectrum of social. economic, and demo-
graphic topics. Statistics that are collected for the specific purpose of providing research

data in a specific area of inquiry have hem categorized as research.

This defmition is employed by the Statistical Policy Division of otAs
(Office of Management and Budget 1975). We excluded program or
administrative data from our survey because they are collected as part

of an agency's routine administrative and operating responsibilities.
Statistics clearly fall outside the usual definition of research and

development. As we expected, we found that general purpose statistics
are rant), reported to NsF as R&D. But there are several exceptions,
especially longitudinal and research-oriented data collections, which
are reported both to NsF as research and to oma as statistics.

Knowkdge Application

beilIONSTIATIONS son POLICY IMPLEMENTATION

A demonstration is a snisli-scaleprow= undenaken in an operational setting for a fmite

period of time to test the desirability of a proposed course el action. A demonstration for

°ice "Evaluation Management: A Background Paper." Office of Management and

Budget 197$.

3
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policy implementation is undertaken to promote the IMO of a particular action. This type
of demonstration does not attempt to generate new information but instead s nempts
to apply existing knowledge.

The concept of a policy implementation demonstration was also
quickly understood by agency personnel. With few exceptions, the
individuals interviewed agreed with the distinction between this and
policy formulation demonstrations.

More than two-thirds of our total for policy implementation demon-
strations is not reported to NSF as either research or development,
while close to one-third was reported as development. Plainly, this
type of demonstration seems in most cases not to be considered R&D
by federal agencies. Mthough this activity does not fit the usual
definition of R&D, we felt that policy implementation demonstrations
are It type of knowledge application: when federal officials decide that
enough is known about a proposed course of action, they may promote
its use by launching a demonstration to "show off" the concept to
potential adopters.

DEVELOPMENT OF MATESLALS

The development of materials consists of the systematic use of knowledge and under-
standing pined from research to produce materials. Examples of such materials are
educational curriculum materials or methods, testing iostniments. and management or
training cunicula. Such materials are used in a variety of educational. training, or testing
settings.

In contrast to policy implementation demonstrations, more than
two-thirds of 0111" total for this activity is reported to NSF aS develop-
ment. The development of materials, like research and pohcy formula-
tion demonstrations, is a category that fits comfortably within the R&D
framework. This is one area of social science activity that can truly be
called "development," since tangible products are developed.

DISSEMINATION

Eliuensination consists of activities undertaken by research managers or others to pro.
mote the application of knowkdge or data resulting from social knowledge production
activities. Dissemination activitic include: pullikation and distribulion of scientific and
technical information resulting from social researeh; documentation, reference, and
information services (information relievel systems); research synthescr written for the
use of practitioners and decision 'taken; technical assistance to practitionen to dissemi-
nate ksowledSe; support at conferences to disseminate information; and creeksn of
dissemination networks and COMOSILL

This dcfmition shows that we have subsumed a variety of activities
under the heading of dissemination. These activides clearly fall outside

It I
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the usual definition of R&D. although NSF has termed the publication
and distribution of scientific and technical information (snNFo, one of
the activities falling under our dissemination heading) a "related activ-
ity." Our definition of dissemination goes much beyond the smaller
concept of STINFO. Hence, the funds reported to NSF as STINFO only
account for a small portion of our total for dissemination activities.

More than 50 percent of our total for dissemination (nearly $165

million) is accounted for by the activities funded by the Extension
Service of the Department of Agriculture. We decided after extensive
interviews with personnel in the Extension Service that its activities
were largely social and fit our category of technical assistance.7 We
defined technical assistance as a dissemination activity, funded or
provided by the federal government, to promote knowledge application
by personal contact with practitioners or decision makers. The Exten-
sion Service agent has long been held as a model of dissemination and
utilization. We felt that the Extension Service should be included in our
survey, although this decision markedly increased the total for dis-
semination activities.

Summary

Of the seven knowledge production and application categories,
threeresearch, demonstrations for policy formulation, and develop-
ment of materialsfall within the traditional definition of R&D. Thus,
approximately $980 million can be called "social R&D." The four
remaining categoriesprogram evaluation, general purpose statistics.
demonstrations for policy implementation, and disseminationtotaling
$832 million, fall outside the usual definition of R&D but fulfill legiti-
mate knowledge production or application functions.

The traditional concept of development seems to cover several
diverse activities in the social areapolicy formulation demomtra-
tions, some policy implementation demonstrations, aril the develop-
ment of materialsand small portions of other activities were also
categorized as development. We feel that a knowledge production and
application framework provides a more descriptive and accurate por-
trayal of the wide variety of activities funded by the federal govern-
ment far creating and using knowledge of social problems. A detailed

Ile remng activities of the Extension Service include the dissemination of scientific
sigricuitural information and were excluded from our totals. For a longer discussion of the

Extension Service's activities, see Abramson (1978).
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breakdown of these activities by agency appears in Table A-1, at the
end or the Appendix.

POLICY AREAS

We devoted a good deal of effort to developing the policy areas
presented in Chapter 2. Instead of adopting the functional categories
used by me or NSF, we developed a somewhat different set, closer to
those recently proposed by the General Accounting Office (1977) and
the House Budget Committee (U.S. Congress, House 1976a), although
incorporating elements of boti the existing and the proposed syitems.
We bad to decide bow detailed a set of policy categories to use and
adopted relatively broad categories as more appropriate for program-
level data. (As described below, the Study Project survey was based on
program rather than project data.)

Then are many problems inherent in classifying R&D programs by
policy area. Most have a primary and secondary policy focus. A related
problem was the tendency of the predominant mission of an agency to
color R&D classifications by policy area. Thus, R&D programs funded
by the Department of Transportation tended to be categorized as
"transportation" even though these programs might be partly focused
on the environment or on employment patterns. Wherever possible, we
allocated the total obligations of a funding program among Several
policy areas. Programs were frequently divided in this way.

We did not attempt to define the 12 policy areas used in the survey,
but rather described each policy area by the topics or issies most likely
to be included in it. We did not define a distinct policy area for
"defense" since we felt that defense activities fell outside our defini-
tion of social problems. We did, however, include the Department of
Defense in our survey and wherever appropriate classified under the 12
policy areas the knowledge production and application activities
funded by the department.

Human Resources

HEALTH Health was one of the two policy areas in which data were
collected by subcategory. Seven subcategories were used: health edu-
cation; health care deliverY and services; prevention and control of
health problems; iiiental health; substance abuse prevention and re-
habilitation; food and nutrition; and miscellaneous. Biomedical re-
search was excluded as falling outside "social R&D." The data on the
health policy area, troken down by subcategory, appear in Table A-4,
at the end of the Appendix.
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EDUCATION The education category included knowledge production
and application activities in the following areas: preschool education
(day care, etc.); elementary, secondary, and higher education; voca-
tional and occupational education; education for the handicapped;
basic research on education; educational service delivery (educational
finance, school administration); adult education; and cultural affairs.
Health education activities were included under health, and science
education activities were included under science and technology base.

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING The employment and training category
included: job training and retraining programs; the delivery of training
programs; employment statistics; equal employment opportunities;
progrems aimed at upgrading skills and increasing participation and
usefulness in the labor force; pension programs; etc. Vocational educa-
tion was classified under education. (The budget classification pro-
posed by the General Accounting Office contains this category,
whereas existing classification systems do not.)

SOCIAL SERVICES AND INCOME SECUR:TY The social services and in-
come security category included the delivery of sorial services; re-
habilitation services; legal services; research and demonstrations on
target populations (children, elderly, minorities); unemployment insur-
ance; retirement and disability insurance; public assistance and income
supplements (food stamps); veterans' benefits; and the delivery of
income security programs. Knowledge production and application
activities on housing assistance were included under housing and
community development.

Comnuotity Resources

ECONOMIC OROWTH The e-onomic growth category consisted primar-

ily of general purpose economic and demographic statistics and re-
search on fiscal, monetary, and tax policy. Research on productivity,
economic development, and business and commerce was also included
in this r eegory. This is the only policy area in our classification that
does not have a compatable budget function in any of tete existing or
proposed budget classifications.

TRANSPORTATION The transportation category included: transporta-
tion safety; public transportation systems; transportation patterns; and
the socioeconomic aspects of transportation programs and policies.
The small amount of research on telecommunications policy was
included in this category.
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HOUsING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT The housing and commu-
nity development category included a wide range of related topics:
rural housing and development; disaster prevention and relief; area and
regional development; housing economics and finance; housing assist-
ance programs; community growth; land use control techniques; inter-
governmental relations; and revenue sharing.

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND JUsTicE The law enfoecement and justice
category included: the criminal justice system (police, courts, correc-
tions); federal law enforcement; prevention and causes of crime; drug
enforcement; etc.

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS The international affairs policy area in-
cluded: international development; foreign assistance; international
relations; international trade; and arms control and disarmament.
Some of the activities of the Agency for International Development
(AID) were categorized under this policy area, but other AID activities
were categorized under education, health, or other policy areas where
aPProPriate.

Natural Resour7es

NATURAL, RESOURCES AND THE ENVIRONMENT The natural resources
and environment category included knowledge production ind applica-
tion on the social aspects of: recreational resources; conservation and
land management; pollution control and abatement; environmental
regulations; water resources; etc. Technological research on improving
the environment was excluded.

ENERGY DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION The energy development
and conservation category included knowledge production and applica-
tion on the social aspects of: energy conservation; regulation of energy;
enagy modeling; supply and demand studies; etc.

Science and Technology Base

This category consisted primarily of the science education, science
policy, and the basic social science research activities of NSF. Basic
social science research in other departments was also included in this
category.

Table A-2 at the end of the Appendix summarizes for each policy
arca the obligations for our seven types of knowledge production Ind
application activities. Table A-3 summarizes for each policy area the
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obligations of 44 federal departments and agencies. Although the
picture given by Table A-3 is an approximate one, it does suggest the
lead agency for social knowledge production and application activities
in each of the 12 policy areas.

SURVEY PROCEDURES

Our survey of federal obligations for social knowledge production and
application activities was conducted between April and June 1976.4 We
surveyed approximately 180 agencies and contacted over 300 individu-
als. Because the knowledge production and application framework was
novel and potentially difficult, we felt we could not simply rely on
budget data reported by the agencies themselves. Therefore, the sur-
vey was conducted by a team ofnine interviewers especially hired and
trained for this purpose. A member of the project staff served as
director of the survey.

We were fortunate in having access to several key documents. Most
agencies provided us with copies of their fiscal 1977 congressional
budget justifications, and we analyzed the budget to identify programs
in which social knowledge production or application activities might
occur. oho provided us access to each agency's "R&D" and "statisti-
cal" budget special analyses for fiscal 1977. NSF gave LIS access to
agency responses to the fiscal 1977 annual survey of "Federal Funds
for R&D and Other Scientific Activities." We also had the results of
the 1975 Study Project survey. Hence, we already knew a great deal
about each agency prior to our interviews with agency personnel.

Agency "R&D" obligations, obtained from NSF and oho data, were
used as the starting point for our survey. Weanalyzed such obligations
to identify those that were "social" and to classify them within our
social knowledge production and application framework, refining these
judgments by interviews with the persons responsible for the agency's
R&D submissions. We also obtained data on activities such as program
evaluation and statistics that are not included in research and develop-
meal figures.

The figures presented in this report are based on estimated wliga-
dons for fiscal 1976. Data were also collected on obligations for fiscal
1975 and estimates for fiscal 1977.11 The data collected during the spring
of 1976 were estimates for fiscal 1976 made during the final quarter of

ims miles survey was coaciucted by the Study Project &dog summer 1974. It pve us an
moan view of the terrain and provided a test of our preliminary categories. These
calvaries were nand for the major survey.
'These are preseated in detail in Abramson (19711).
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that fiscal year. The data are thus bird on obligations made during the
first three quarters of the year plus estimates of fourth-quarter obliga-
tions. It was felt that fiscal 1976 data represented the most accurate and
current data available. (Fiscal 1977 estimates were based on the Fresi-
d, nt's fiscal 1977 budget and did not reflect later congressional ac-
tions.) Dollar figures were based on estimated obligations, not actual
expenditures or budget authority.

Our survey data include dollar figures for programs and not for
individual projects. We did not press our study to the level of individual
projects for two reasons: first, fiscal 1976 was not yet over and all the
projects for that year had not yet been selected; second, it was deemed
all but impossible to collect and categorize data on all the projects
funded by the federal government for three fiscal years.

The definition of program varied among agencies. But, for the most
part, a "program" represented a collection of projects in a even area.
In the spins of 1976, there was a fairly accurate estimate of what each
program's final obligations would be for that fiscal year. Following the
conventions of OMB and NSF, "overhead" or "S&E" (salaries and
expenses) was included in the data collected on each program.

1



TABLE A-1 Funding Patterns: Social Knowledge Production and Application by Department or Agency (fiscal 1976

obligations, $ millions)

Department or Agency

Knowledge Production Activities Knowledge Application Activities

TOTAL
Re-
search

Policy
Formula-
bon Dern-
onstsations

Program
Evalu-
ation

General
Purpose
Statistics Total

Policy
Implemen- Develop-
tation Dem- ment of
onstratims Materials

Dissern-
ination Total

Department of Agriculture
Agricultural Marketing Service 10 11 1 1 12

Apicultural Research Service 2 2 2

Cooperative State Research
Service 25 25 25

Economic Research Service 2$ 2$ 6 6 31

EXtesniiiin Service 2 2 166 166 168

Farmer Cooperative Service 1 1 1 1 2

Food and Nutrition Service 1 1 2 1 3

Forest Service 6 6 2 2 8

Soil Conservation Service
Statistical Reporting Service 2 29 31 31

Other agenciesa
Total 62 41 106 1 176 177 282

NSW =At of Commerce
Bureau of the Census 1 65 65 1 1 66

Bureau of Economic Analysis 2 10 2 2 12

Domestic and international
Business Administration 3 4 7 7

Economic Dmelopment
Administration 9 1 10 3 3 13



TABLE A-1 (Continued)

Department or Agency

Knowledge Production Activities Knowledge Application Activities

TOTAL
Be-
smirch

Policy
Formula-
don Dem-
onstrations

Program
Eva lu-
ation

General
Purpose
Statistics Total

Policy
Imp lemen-
tation Dem-
onstrations

Develop-
ment of
Materials

Dissem-
ination Total

Maritime Admirdstraticm
National Bureau of Standards
National Fire Prevention and

1

1 3
1

4
1

4

Control Administration 1 1

National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration 5

Office of Minority Sodom
Enterprise 1 1 2

Office of Telecommunications 2 2 2

U.S. Travel Service 1 1

Total 22 4 2 77 106 1 7 8 114

Department of Defense
Department of the Air Force 4 4 6 6 10
Department of the Army 17 2 19 4 1 4 23

Departmeat of the Navy 10 11 3 3 14

Civil Preperedness Agency 1 1 1

Defense Advanced Research
Projects 5 2 7 7

Office of the Secretary 3 3 3

Total 40 2 2 45 13 1 14 58



Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare

Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and
Mental Health
Administration

National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse

National Institute on
Druz Abuse

National Institute of
Mental Health

Total

Amistant Secretary for
Education

Fund far Improvement of
Poitmoondary Education

Nrional Center for Edu-
cation Statistics

Office of Assistant Secre-
tary for Education

Total

Assistant Secretary for Health
Assistant Secretary for Plan-

ning and Evaluation
Cantu fm Disease Conuol

Bureau of Health Education
National Institute for Occu-

pational Safety and Health
Total

12

19

28
59

I

6

1

8

2

11

1

1

17

17

*

*

18

1

1

1

1

5

1

1

4

4

1

1

12

38

29
78

1

10

1

12

2

34

1

2
3

*

1

4

4

1

1

1

3

2
6

*

*

*
*

1

4

2
7

5

5

1

1

13

42

30
85

6

10

1

17

2

34

3

2
4

1 1 3



T" *ILE A-1 (Continued)

Department or Agency

Food and Drug Administration
Bureau of Dnip
Bureau of Foods
Other agencissb

Total

Health Resources
Administration

gums of Health HenPower
Bureau of Health Planning

and Resource Development
National Cater for Health

Services Research
National Center for Health

Statistics
Office of Planning, Evalua-

tion and Legislation
Total

Health Services Adminictration
Bureau of Community

Health Services
Burton of Medical Services

Knowledge Production Activities

Policy
Formula- Program

Re- tion Dem- Evalu-
search onstntions ation

General
Purpose
Statistics Total

2

3 1

2

1

20 4 1

26

1 1

23 4 2 26

1 2
7

2
1

4

2

25

26

1

55

11

Knowledge Application Activities

Policy
lmplemen- Develop-
titian Dem- ment of Dissem-
onstrations Ma tetiais ina tion Total TOTAL

*

*
1

3
1 1 1 2
1 1 2 6

1 9 11

3 3 4

25

26

1

8 13 67

27 3 30 .41
8



Indian Health Service
Office of Planning, Eva We-

1 1 1

tion and Legislation 2 2 2

Total 15 3 2 21 28 3 31 52

National Institutes of
Education

Basic Skills Group 6 2 8 11 11 18

Dkumnination and Resources
Group * 10 I 0 II

Education and Work Group 2 11 12 1 1 14

Educational Equity Group 8 8 3. 3 11

Finance and Productivity
Group 4 8 13 3 3 15

School Capacity for
Problem Solving 1 2 3 1 1 4

Mac 1 1 1 1

Total 22 24 * 46 3 15 10 28 74

National Institutu of Health
Niskaal CM& liutitute 12 5 17 1 * 1 19

National Heart and Lung
lastituts 2 2 * 4 1 2 3 8

National Institute of Child
Health and Development 10 I 0 * 10

National Institute of Envi-
=mental Health Sciences I I 1

National Institut* of Neuro-
logical and Communica-
tive Disorders 3 3 * * 4

National Libcary of Medicine 1 1 1 17 17 19

115



TABLE A-1 (Continued)

Department or Agency

Knowledge Production Activities Knowledge Application Activities

TOTAL

Re-
search

Policy
Formula-
lion Dent-
onstrations

Program
Evalu-
Ilion

General
Purpose
Statistics Total

Policy
Implemen- Develop-
tation Dem- ment of
onstraticas Materials

Dissem-
Inution Total

Othead 4 4 4
Total 35 7 1 42 1 19 22 64

Office of Education
Bureau for Education for

the Handicapped 8 20 1 28 18 4 4 16 54
Bureau of Occupational and

Adult Education 18 3 25 9 4 14 39
Bums of Postsecondary

Education 1 1 2 3 3
Bum of School Systems 12 12 45 9 1 SS 67
Office of the Commissioner 2 1 3 5 13 6 24 27
Office of Indian Education 5 1 1 6
Office of Planning, hudget.

and Evaluation 1 13 14 1 1 15
Total 15 57 17 89 77 34 13 124 213

Office of HIM1111 Development
Administration on Aging 6 5 2 12 7 7 19
Develontestal Disabilities

Office 2 1 1 3 4
Office of Child Development IS 8 3 ; 19 5 1 12 41



Mirka of Youth
Development

Rahabilitatkm Services
Achntration 7 2 1 10 1 2 12

Total 30 16 6 2 55 12 2 7 21 76

Social and Rehabilitation
Service 3 2 2 7 2 2 9

Social Security Administration 16 9 25 1 1 26

Total- Department of
Health, Education.
and Welfare 243 155 38 37 474 130 62 64 256 729

Department of Houk% and
urban Development 10 19 4 11 44 7 3 5 14 58

Department of the Interior
Bureau of Wien Affairs * * 1 1 1 2

Bureau of Land Management 2 2 2

Mishit Enforcement and
Safety A.dministration 1 1 1

National Park Service 4 * 4 * 4

Office of Water Research
and Technology 2 2 2

Othee 1 1 2 " * 2

Total 9 1 2 12 * 1 1 1 13

Department of Justice
Bureau of Prisons 1 1 1

Dnig Enforcement
Administration 1 1 1

1 1 7



$11/1100 01 Agency

Federal Suseau of

lovostitation041
110101,11tiott_14I

to
Sesv

Law Esforcialla Assisuoce
kr501141tor tfivitiot

DPutslantil

Depttoloot of tabot
Sows ot Istrostisoal

IAD: Obis%
WOO_ Lsbos Ststistics

Stoa6.110

SoPkrimeat 606 TP11004

Labot WASSICOMIt Sotto

Oogstatiosia Safety 04

Volt% Modtausecasof sly; WOW
Total

owtedse ikoduetton Acsi ties

Valuta- Provos% Gencisl
Policy

tion Dear Via 10* POrfose
dons ation Statisticssal

1

26

28

6

3

1

19 3

3

10

13

SS

goowledie A li tioo ttcd
tes___-----

?oho
D

Matetials iOatiOn To TOTAL

isolgerftest- o Clop-
tattoo Dnt- rtent ofe Dissem
n*otation

3

o

S

1

41
1

41

12

12

6

6

18

18

1

58
1

65

1

1

56

6

15

3

2

6 10
1

68 92 2

1 3

56

6

1 3 18

3

6 6 12 21

15 10'76 '7



Dapartment of State
Army for International

Development 13 1 1 16 I * 6 7 22
Departmental Activitiesh 1 1 2

Total 14 1 2 17 I 6 7 24

Department of Transportation
Federal Aviation

Adminisuation 1 6
Federal Highway

Administratke 8 8 2 2 10

Federal Railroad
Administration 5 3 9 9

National Highway Traffic
Safety Adadnistratioo 6 3 8 I 7 6 4 1 10 27

Office of the Secretary 13 7 20 * 3 4 24
U.S. Coast Guard 1 1 * 1

Urban Mass Transportation
Administration S S 1 3 14 4 2 4 10 24

Total 43 9 1 21 74 10 8 10 27 101

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Sarvice 4 11 IS IS
U.& Customs Service 3 3 3

Departmental Activitiesi 7 7 7

Total 11 15 25 25

ACTION
Advisory Commission on Inter-

governmental Relations 1 1



TABLE A-I (Continued)

Department or Agency

Appalachian Regional
Commisskur

OW Aeronautics Board
Civil Service Commisdon
Common on Civil Rights
Conmsunity Services

Administration
Consumer Product Safety

Administration
Energy Research and Develop-

ment Administradon
Eavironments1Protection

ASincY
Equal Employment Oppor-

Malty Commission

Knowledge Production Activities ilowledge Application Activities

Re-
search

Policy
Formula-
tion Dem-
onstrations

Program General
Evalu- Purpose
ation Statistics Total

Policy
twirl:omen- Develop-
teflon Dem- ment of Dissem-
onstrations Materials ination Total TOTAL

Executive Office of the President
Council of Economic Advisors
Council on Eavironmental

QuallY
Council on Wage and Price

Stability
Office of Telecommunications

Total

1 4 1 5 8

2 1 2 2
S

2 1 3 5

2 2

12 12

12 1 13

1 2

1

1 1

2 2
4 4 ; J

8 13
*

1 3 6
2 2 7

5 8

2

12

13

1 1 3

1

1 1

1

2
1 1 6



Federal Communications
Commission 1 1 1

Federal Energy Administration 5 5 * 5

Federal Howl Loan Rank Board 1 1 1

Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service * * *

Federal Power COMMillien 3 3 3

Rand Reserve System 6 3 9 9

Federal Trade Comm:Lulea 2 * 2 2

General Sanices Administration
Intionational Trade Commission 3 3 1 1 4

Lutentate Commerce
Commission 2 2 2

National Center for Productivity
and QualitY of Work*
Lira

"d
National Foundation on the

Arts and the Humanities I * 1 14 3 18 18

National Science Foundation
Agronomical, Atmospharic,

Earth, aged Onus Salaams
Biological, Behavioral, and

Social Sebum 33 35 35

Science Education 2 2 4 2 13 * 15 19

Ramarch Applkations 28 28 2 2 30

Scientific, Tachnologicsi, and
Infatuations! Affairs 10 1 1 12 12

Total 76 2 1 1 80 3 13 * 17 97

121



TABLE A-I (Continued)

Department or ASelleY

Knowledge Production Activities Knowledge Application Activities

TOTAL
Rs-
search

Policy
Formula-
tion Dein-
onstrations

Program
Evalu-
ation

General
Purpose
Statistics Total

Policy
Implemen-
teflon Dem-
onstra dons

Develop-
ment of
Materials

Dissem-
'nation To tal

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Securities and Exchange

Commission
Small BiOnen Administration
Smithsonian Institution
Tennessee Valley Authority
U.S. Informaticm Agency
U.S. Arms Control and

Disarmament Agency
Veterans Adetratien

TOTAL

1

2

655

2

204 61

1

294

1

1

5

1,215

2

183 121

1

1

293

1

2

2

598

1

10
2
1

7

1,813

Mambas may not total due to rounding.
aAgeicaurei Srebiliretio and Conservation Service; Farmers Home Administration; Rural Development Service; Rural Electrification Service.
billemmi of Radiological Health; Sureau of Biolosics; miscellaneous FDA bureaus.

.°Dinectoria Reserve; Labe end Centers; Office of Maniac Budget, and Program Analysis.
didational Institut* of Arthritis and lietabollem; National Institute of ABergy and Infectious Disease; National Institute of General Medical
Swims; Netional institute on Aging; National Eye institute; Office of Research Resources; Foprty International Center; National Institute of
Dental Research; Office of the Dkector.
!Semen of Reclamation; Office of Mineral Policy Research and Development; Bureau of Outdoor Recreation; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
/National Imtitute of Jumnile Justice; Natiatal Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice; Office of Juvessile Justice; National
Crannied Janice information and Statistics Service.
gCsMce 01 Policy sod Plasusing; Board of Perot*.
hOffice of External Research; Bureau of Education.] and Cultural Affshe
10ffice of the Secretary (includes Office of Financial Analysis; Office of Research yid Analysis; Office of the Assistant Secretary (or Energy
PolicYt Office of Industrial ECO/03303; Office of Tee Analysis; Office of Equal En !ioyment Programs and Bank CompliancP).
Use Man $0.5 AMOS.



TABLE A-2 Funding Patterns: Social Knowledge Production and Application Activities by Policy Area (fiscal 1976

obliptons, S millions)

Fairy Ana

Knowkdge Production Activities !Copula* Application Activities

TotalResearch

Policy
Formula-
don Dow
catratioss

Program
Evalu-
atlas

Grand
PurPno
Statistics Total

Policy
Inipkaien-
tation Dem-
°Milano=

Develop
men t of
Rate:Ws fruition Total

$ $ % S IS % % S % $ $ I $

Human mama
Health 164 38 SO 12 1: 3 39 9 265 61 43 10 12 3 116 27 171 39 436 100

Madam SI 13 82 21 19 5 4 1 156 40 87 22 69 18 81 11 137 60 394 100

Employment sad maims
boom asmaity and social

maims

47

49

34

43

6

21

4

25

2

13

1

11

63

3

46

3

1111

92

83

82 10

3

9

14

2

10

2

2

8

2

8

21

21

15 139

1 S 112

00

100

Total 311 29 166 15 45 4 109 10 631 58 146 14 91 9 207 19 450 42 LOC 100

Cosamsaity rassimes
Economia growth 77 37 6 3 3 2 92 45 178 86 I 1 211 13 29 14 206 100

Hosting and gonimumity
dowslopmeat 27 26 19 13 4 4 11 I 1 62 SS 13 12 3 3 29 28 45 42 106 100

Traimpodation 51 45 9 1 2 2 22 20 84 74 10 9 8 7 11 10 29 26 114 100

Law onfoommwst 'WM*,
jammwstiassi Mara

29
12

43
SS _

1
_

5
I

7
4

13
3

21
14

47
17

72
73

12
_

18-
- 6

6
10
27

18
6

28
27

65
23

100
100

Total I% 34 35 7 14 3 143 21 317 75 36 7 10 2 81 16 127 24 514 100

Nasal tascortet
Nasal mown sal

sewieominsat 69 61 1 1 4 1 33 111 97 - 4 3 4 3 114 100

Patsy damlopment and
gwasstation 26 19 2 6 - - - - 28 95 I 2 _ 1 3 2 5 30 100

Total 95 66 2 1 1 1 40 21 159 96 I 5 3 S 4 144 100

Saws sme Irdtssology bees 54 72 2 2 1 2 - 1 2 58 71 2 2 13 11 I 2 16 2,2 74 100

113TAL 654 36 204 11 61 3 294 16 1,215 67 113 10 121 7 293 16 598 33 1.813 100

Nmalma may sum total due so roman.
%see tam 14.1 malice a 0.1 pergsat.
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TABLE A-3 Funding Patterns: Policy Area by Department or Agency (fiscal 1976 obligations, S millions)

Divitasat or Rani

tbsaaa Illsaarross Contessity Realism Natural ilssources Scan*
and
Tech-
colon
Ilan

1DTALKoala
fai-
cation

lame
Employ. Rscutity
ant and
lad Social
Tanis Series Total

E40-
antic
Growth

Nous*
and
CON-
amity
Dna-
opasat

Therm,
talon

Law
Waco-
ant
and
Juan

lane
teed
Affairs

Natural Env
Rs- Develop-
somas ant
and sad
Entree Cam-

Total mat ration Total

Imo

IS

Deentesist of Avestan
Departmat ofCcwassa
Devatasel of Dena

74
1

1

55 -
-
42

3
-
-

131

143

45

1%-

26
-

1

-
2
2

-
-

1
-
2

79
107

5

72
5
1

-

2

72
5

10

- 212
114

SS
Depotoof of 11.4148. E4600014

MI Wain 310 306 1 103 721 S 2 7 - - - 1 729
Difidepret at lira* asit tklias

Dinispaset 1 - - - 1 - SS 56 1 I - 51
Divalent Of tni Wm* 1

a a 3 1 I - 2 6 2 9 13
Dislantsat 0 lone - - - - - - 6$ - 6S - 65
Difm1mst 41 Law 13 - 86 105 I - 1 2 - - - - 107
Depatmet of low 13 2 1 f - 1 - 2 3 4 - 4 I 24
tevaaniat of fumponstion - - - - - - 101 - - 101 - - 101
Deperiasst a es Toner, - - * - 19 - 6 25 1 I - 25
AMON - - - 1 1 - - - - - i
Airimmy Conifiaim ea Won

iimmerseal Italidoos - - 1 - - 1 - - - - I

Affskoitios 11401401 Canandole 3 2 - 5 2 2 1 - - ..i - 2 2 13
On Aressailits Road - - - - - - a - -
Old Swim Comifina - - 6 6 - 6
Combo= an Cie 111.if - 7 - 7 - - - 7
Comommity Swim Adloksisagioa I 5 6 2 - - - 2 - - - 8
Cammow ham 1146NY

44aimiskesatio
bog Ratalsdt red Dradovent

2 - - 2 - - - - - - - - - 1

Anneasaticsi - - - - - - - - - - 12 12 - 12
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TABLE 44 Funding Patterns: Social Knowledge Production and Application Activities by Categories of the Health Policy
Area (fiscal 1976 obligations. $ millions)

spocias a HealthCatt ise
Policy Ansa

Knowledge Prothiction Activities Knowledge Application Activities

TOTALRematch

Po/icy
Formula-
tion Dem-
mutations

Program
Delo-
salon

General
ft:Pm
Statistics Total

Policy
Implant en-
ution Dem-
onstratloos

Develop-
matt of
Materials

Disarm
!nation

-

Total

$ % $ % $ % $ % $ % $ % $ % t % $ % $ %

Heal* Won:atlas 5 20 3 12 1 8 33 8 33 4 17 4 16 17 67 25 100
haalds care &lien sod services 47 31 24 16 7 5 28 19 106 71 33 23 1 " 8 6 42 29 148 100
Preventloss nod coottei or

liss148 Notiers 22 45 6 13 1 2 6 12 34 72 2 3 6 12 6 13 14 28 48 100
Assaf Maki 30 92 1 1 31 95 2 5 2 5 32 100
Soltetsom ibis' pantostios 31 57 17 31 1 2 1 2 50 91 1 2 4 7 5 9 55 100
Food mid otsttitiost 1 1 * I I 2 72 93 72 98 74 100
NW* Das 29 SS 1 1 3 3 6 34 64 1 1 19 35 19 36 53 100

TOTAL 164 38 50 12 11 3 39 9 265 61 43 10 12 3 116 27 171 39 436 100

Neekn may arm sold do* so media&
nisi Om $03 mace or O.S percent.
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